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1. SUMMARY

Ton-selective electrodes (ISEs) are widely applied in clinical analysis but their use

in other fields, e.g. in environmental analysis, is quite limited. The reasons for this arc

insufficient selectivities, a lack of sensors for hydrophilic ions, especially anions, and

difficulties in developing miniature sensors and sensor arrays. Besides fundamental

studies of membrane processes, the present thesis describes new sensors for hydrophilic

anions and a new kind of solid contact that will be the key for future developments of

miniaturized sensor arrays.

On the one hand, new compounds were investigated in view of their lonophore

properties. Bis(guanidinium) ionophores designed and synthesized in the group of Prof.

F. P. Schmidtchen (Technical University of Munich) led to new sulfate and phosphate

ISEs. The zwttterion bis(guanidinium) compound bearing an anionic cio.vo-borane

cluster was shown to possess a good selectivity for monohydrogenphosphate, whereas a

dihydrochloride analogue had the so far best sulfate selectivity sufficient for

environmental monitoring. In addition, a fullercne-crown ether conjugate provided by

the group of Prof. F. Diederich (ETH Zurich) proved to exhibit a good selectivity for K+

with close to Nernstian response to all monovalent cations investigated. Of the alkali

metal ions. K+was found to form the most stable complex with this fullerene derivative.

On the other hand, the influence of the composition of an H+-selective membrane

on the diffusion coefficient of the pH indicator dye used was studied. As a result, the

logarithm of the diffusion coefficient was found to be directly proportional to the PVC

content of the membrane. Since diffusion processes in ISE membranes are a focus of

interest in view of achieving lower detection limits and developing miniaturized

sensors, this result will help to design membranes having the required properties.

Up to now, the major obstacle in the miniaturization of ISEs was the need for an

aqueous phase between the sensing membrane and the inner electrode. When trying to

circumvent this by directly contacting the solvent polymeric membrane with the inner
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electrode, erratic potential changes and drifts are observed. They are due, as reported

frequently, to the lack of a well-defined redox couple as well as to the formation of a

thin aqueous layer between ISE membrane and inner electrode. Its composition depends

on the sample and this causes the potential at the inner phase boundary to vary. In this

work, a new method for preparing solid-contacted ISEs is described by using a

Polyurethane membrane with good adhesive properties, a lipophilic redox-active self-

assembled monolayer of a fullerene or a tetrathiafulvalene derivative synthesized,

respectively, in the groups of Prof. F. Diederich or Prof. L. Echegoyen (University of

Miami), and gold as the inner electrode. The redox-active groups of these two

compounds facilitate the charge transfer across the interface and their high lipophilicity

prevents the formation of an aqueous layer between ISE membrane and inner electrode.

This new type of solid-contacted electrodes shows an improved potential stability as

well as no interference from hydrophilic redox active ions (e.g., Fe2t /Fe34) nor from 02.

They are, therefore, promising prototypes for miniaturized sensors and sensor arrays.
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2. ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

lonenselektive Elektroden (ISF) werden schon seit langem mit grossem Erfolg in

der klinischen Analyse eingesetzt, aber ihre Anwendung in anderen Gebieten (z. B.

Umweltanalytik) ist noch ziemlich begrenzt. Die Ursache dafür liegt im häufig

ungenügenden Selektivitätsverhalten, in Fehlen von Sensoren für hydrophile Ionen,

besonders Anionen, und m der Schwierigkeit, miniaturisierte Sensoren und Sensor-

Arrays zu entwickeln. Neben Grundstudien von Membranprozessen, beschreibt diese

Arbeit neue Sensoren für hydrophilische Anionen und eine neue Art von

Festkontakticrang, die für die Entwicklung miniaturisierten Sensor Array wesentlich

sein wird.

Zunächst wurden neue Verbindungen auf ihre Eigenschaften als lonophore geprüft.

Die in der Gruppe von Prof. F. P. Schmidtchen (Technische Universität München)

synthetisierten Bis(guanidinium)-Ionophore führten zu neuen sulfat- und phosphat¬

selektiven Membranen. Die zwitterionische Bis(guanidinium)-Verbindung mit einem

c/oso-Boran-Cluster zeigte eine gute Selektivität für Monohydrogenphosphat, während

ein analoges Dihydrochlorid die bisher beste Sulfatselektivität ergab, die den

Vorschriften der Umweltanalytik genügt. Ausserdem wurde gezeigt, dass das in der

Gruppe von Prof. F. Diederich (ETI! Zürich) hergestellte Fulleren-Kronenether-

Konjugat eine gute Selektivität für K+ besitzt mit nahezu N ernst'sehen

Ansprechfunktionen für alle untersuchten einwertigen Kationen. Von den Alkali¬

metallionen bildete K+ den stabilsten Komplex mit diesem Fullerenderivat.

Im Weiteren wurde der Einfluss der Zusammensetzung einer H+-selektiven

Membran auf den Diffüsionskoeffizienten des darin enthaltenen pH-Indikatorfarbstoffs

untersucht. Man fand, dass der Logarithmus des Diffusionskoeffizienten direkt

proportional zum PVC-Gehait der Membran ist. Da die Kenntnis von

Diffusionsprozessen in ISE-Membranen sehr wichtig ist, wenn man die unteren

Nachweisgrenzen verbessern und miniaturisierte Sensoren herstellen will, wird dieses
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Resultat für die Entwicklung von Membranen mit den gewünschten Eigenschaften von

Nutzen sein.

Bis jetzt bestand das grösste Hindernis bei der Miniaturisierung von ISEs darin,

dass zwischen der Sensormembran und der Innenableitelektrode eine wässrige Phase

nötig war. Wurde diese weggelassen und die Flüssigmembran direkt auf die

Innenableitung aufgebracht, beobachtete man erratische Potentialänderungen und

Driften. Diese können dadurch erklärt werden, dass - wie schon lange bekannt - em

wohldefiniertes Redoxpaar fehlt und sich zudem zwischen ISE-Membran und

Ableitelcktrode eine dünne wässrige Schicht bildet, deren Zusammensetzung, von jener

der Messlösung abhängt, was zu instabilen Potentialen an der inneren Phasengrenze

führt. In dieser Arbeit wird eine neue Methode zur Herstellung von festkontaktierten

ISE beschrieben, und zwar unter Verwendung einer Polyurethanmembran mit guten

Hafteigenschaften, eines lipophilen redoxaktiven selbstassoziierten (self-assembled)

Monolayers von Fulleren- bzw. Tetrathiafulvalenderivaten sowie Gold als

Innenelektrode. Beide Verbindungen wurden in den Laboratorien von Prof. F. Diederich

bzw. Prof. L. Echegoyen (Universität Miami) synthetisiert. Ihre redoxaktiven Gruppen

erleichtern den Ladungstransfer zwischen Membran und Innenableitung und ihre hohe

Lipophilic verhindert die Bildung einer wässrigen Schicht dazwischen. Diese neue Art

von festkontaktierten ISE zeigt eine bessere Potentialstabilität und keine Interferenz

durch hydrophile redoxaktive Ionen (z. B. Fe2+/Fe3f) und 02. Sie sind deshalb

vielversprechende Prototypen für miniaturisierte Sensoren und Sensor-Arrays.
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3. ION-SELECTIVE ELECTRODES

A chemical sensor is a device that selectively, continuously, and reversibly

transforms chemical information, ranging from the concentration of a specific sample

component to a total composition, into a signal of a form that can be processed by an

instrument (such as voltage, current, or frequency).1 Ion-selective electrodes (ISEs)

belong to the most widely applied chemical sensors. They have two functions, namely,

selection and transduction. The former assures the required selectivity behavior of the

ion-sensitive part of the sensor through chemical interactions with charged species of

the analyte, and the latter the transformation of these interactions into an

electrochemical potential of the measuring ISE relative to a reference electrode. Since

the signal is proportional to the logarithm of the ion activity, it generally covers a large

dynamic range.2 The ion-selective membrane can be a glass, an "insoluble" inorganic

salt, or an organic polymeric matrix with a lipophilic ligand, i.e., an lonophore, which

garantees the selectivity of the ISE by strong, selective binding of the target analyte.3

Nowadays, this type of ISEs are widely applied m clinical analysis (e.g., over 2 10s

clinical assays of Kh with valinomycin-based ISEs), physiology, process control, and

environmental analysis.4

3.1. Principles

The electrochemical cell is composed of two half-cells, the measuring electrode

consisting of a solvent polymeric membrane, an inner solution, an inner reference

electrode, and the reference electrode (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of an electrochemical cell with an ISE and a

reference electrode.

All measurements are performed under zero-current condition. The Potentiometrie

signal (the electromotive force, EMF) is the sum of the local potential differences

(equation 3.1):

EMF = AE, + AE, + AED + AE-, + AEM, + AED, + AE (3.1)

with:

AE AF

AED, AED,

ZALvi
., ZAX^cj ., l\I2/^

outer and inner membrane boundary potentials

diffusion potentials for the reference electrode and for the ion-

selective membrane

potentials independent of the sample solution
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By keeping the potential differences, AE„, AE2, AE3, and AEM, (at the inner

solution/membrane interface) constant, the changes in EMF correspond to changes in

the diffusion potentials ( AED and AED ) and in the membrane potential at the outer

boundary (AEM). The diffusion potential originates from the charge separation due to

different mobilities of ionic species at the boundary between two electrolyte solutions of

different kind or concentration (e.g., bridge electrolyte of the reference electrode and

sample solution) or within the ISE membrane. Since the fluxes of free, highly mobile,

ionic species in the membrane are low. AED. can be neglected. However, changes in

AED are significant and the EMF is usually corrected according to Henderson3 by

equation 3.2:6

F 2z.u,(alS-aliret) 2z;iX'a^

with:

R molar gas constant (8.314 J TC1 mol"1)

T absolute temperature [K]

F Faraday constant (96487 C mol"')

z, charge of the ion l

u, absolute mobility of the ion i [cm2 mol s"1 T!]

a, activity of the ion i in the sample solution (S) and in the bridge electrolyte

solution (ref) of the reference electrode [mol l"1]. The activities of the ionic

species can be calculated by the Debye-Hückel approximation.6'7

The boundary potential at the interface between membrane and sample solution

arises as a consequence of charge separations owing to the partition of ions between the

organic membrane (M) and the aqueous sample (S) phases. The simplest type of ISE

membranes is obtained with ion-exchangers that have either "fixed" lipophilic cations
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or anions (for measuring anions or cations, respectively), their counterions being

partitioned between the two phases according to the equilibrium 3.3.

Is """* ^M (3.3)

In thermodynamic terms, the process can be described as follows.2 The electrochemical

potential, Fi,, of a solution with the ion, L is given by equation 3.4:

^u.J'+RTlna^ZjFO (3.4)

with:

p., standard chemical potential of the ion [J mof1]

ai activity of the ion 1

zi charge of the ion I

(£> Galvani potential

At equilibrium conditions, the electrochemical potential, |I1M, of the ion, I, m the

membrane equals that in the sample. iïls. Thus, the Nernst equation 3.5 for the

membrane potential difference is obtained:

AEM-*M-*s=^^M+^ln-^-AE?' + Sllog^- (3.5)
7V Z\F ai,M ch M

where:

<I>s, ^m Galvani potential of the sample S and of the membrane M

11ls< Mxm standard chemical potential of the ion I in the sample S and in the

membrane M [J mof1]

ais, alM activity of the ion I in the sample S and in the membrane M
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standard potential of the phase boundary, dependent on the lipophilicity

of I

st Nernstian slope, at 20 °C st is 58.16 mV and at 25 °C 59.16 mV

Because of the required condition of electroneutrality and the relatively high

concentration of lipophilic ion-exchange sites in the membrane, at M ts buffered and is

approximately constant. For this reason, the membrane potential at the

sample/membrane interface depends only on the activity of the ion I as expressed in

equation 3.6.

AEM = AE? + s, loga, s (3.6)

with:

AE" constant potential for the ion I

If the sample contains only the interfering ion, J, instead of the primary ion, I,

equation 3.6 changes as follows.

AEM = AE? + s, loga, & (3.7)

with:

AE? constant potential for the ion J

aJiS activity of the ion J in the sample S

s, Nernstian slope for the ion J

The difference of the standard potentials AE? and AE? is directly related to the

Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient, Kf°,\ of the ISE under investigation (equation

3.8):

AE

RT

z,F
lnl0<
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AF° -

AF°

iA„i/pot i 'irl
logKu

= (3.8)

If a sample contains, together with the primary ion, interfering ions which can

exchange with the primary ones depending on their properties (e.g., lipophilicity).

JS+]M ""*" is" V (3.9)

then equation 3.6 has to be modified considering the presence of such interfering ions,

resulting in the Nikolskii-Eisenman equation 3.10. H< 9

AEM = AE? + s, log 'ISa.c+XKfya,

z, z, i

J "1 s (3.10)

with:

Zj charge of the interfering ion J

Equation 3.10 is applicable to cases when the sample ions are of equal charge and when

a Nernstian response is obtained for each of them.9 For ions of different charges it can

be used only for roughly estimating Kf0/, but it cannot give an exact description of

AEM when aÏS s Y Kj^'a,</' ''. Equation 3.11 describes, more generally than equation

3.10, the Potentiometrie response of most polymeric ISE membranes containing

dissociated ion exchangers and, optionally, a lipophilic lonophore.9

RT

AEM = AE? + In
F

—
"V TT pot

'

iZ 1J|1)
*

1(1)

a
KO.s

+
-, L, 2j ~^W a

id) s
+ \ Ku(2) a

r

y\zj(i) / i(2i

(3.11)
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with:

Z\ charge of the primary ion I (zi - 1 or 2)

.1(1) monovalent primary (for I+ •=• f) or interfering ion J+

J(2) divalent primary (for I2* = J2f) or interfering ion J2+

The sums in equation 3.11 involve all extractable ions including the primary ion I. The

Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient, K?"' (for F' = Jz', K?^ = 1). reflects the

sensitivity of the ISE toward the interfering ion, J'\ relative to the primary one, lz'.

The corrected determination of Kff strongly depends on the treatment of the ISE

membrane prior to measurements, e.g.. its exposure to solutions of I2'.l0 In the case of

ion-exchange membranes, the selectivity is governed by the partition of ions between

aqueous and organic phase, which is determined by their free energies of hydration and

of solvation in the membrane (Hofmeister series).11

At high and low activities of I?1
>
the TSE response deviates from the linear

electrode function. This loss of sensitivity toward the primary ion determines the upper

and lower detection limits of an ISE (Figure 3.2). The lower detection limit has its

origin either in the interference by a competing ion or in an increase of activity at the

sample/membrane interface (through leaching from the ISE membrane). The upper

detection limit, on the other hand, is caused by the loss of membrane permselcctivity

due to coextraction of primary ions and interfering counterions from the sample into the

membrane.

Sensors based on ion-exchange membranes can only be useful for determining the

activity of the ions in solution in absence of more lipophilic interfering ones. To obtain

selective sensors for hydrophilic ions, the membrane must contain an lonophore that

selectively binds the target ion and, thus, favors its entering the membrane. However,

ISEs containing an ionophore do not exclusively respond to the target ion but also to

interfering ions. Firstly, the ionophore does not only bind the primary ion, and,

secondly, very lipophilic interfering ions can enter the membrane without the aid of an

ionophore (cf. eciuation 3.5). Both effects may reduce the selectivity of the TSE. To
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determine the selectivity behavior of an ion sensor, several methods are known and are

briefly described in the following.4'12

Upper detection limit

y

^

\
Lower deiection limit

log a,

Figure 3.2: Definition of upper and lower detection limits of an ISE for F' as primary

ion.

With the separate solution method (SSM), the Potentiometrie response of an ISE is

compared in two solutions, each containing a salt of one ion exclusively. With the fixed

interference method (FIM), a calibration curve is taken in solutions of the primary ion

with a constant background activity of an interfering ion. The lower detection limit

obtained under these conditions relates to the selectivity of the sensor. Both methods are

based on the assumption of constant potentials, AE? and AE?, of equations 3.6 and 3.7.

The results obtained are meaningful only if Nernstian slopes are observed for every ion

involved.4
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The matched potential method (MPM) is an empirical method. In a first step, a

specified amount of primary ion is added to a reference solution and the membrane

potential is measured. In a second step, a solution of an interfering ion is gradually

added to the identical reference solution until the membrane potential matches that

obtained before. The MPM selectivity factor (KjM;m) is then defined by the ratio of

activity increases observed for the primary ion ( AaT) and for the interfering one ( Aa, ):

KMPM =
Aai ^ ^
Aa,

Since this selectivity factor depends on the exact experimental conditions, it has limited

predicting power for different analytical situations4'12

All selectivity coefficients, tog Kj1, given m this work were obtained by a

modified SSM. A separate calibration curve was measured for each ion with pure

solutions. The standard potentials of the cell, AE? and AE?, for the primary and the

interfering ions were obtained by linear regression of AEM vs. ai and aj respectively.

The selectivity coefficients were calculated with equation 3.8, the slope, s, taken from

the calibration of the primary ion, L
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4. POLYMERIC MEMBRANE ELECTRODES FOR

MONOHYDROGENPHOSPHATE AND SULFATE

Phosphate containing products, such as detergents, fertilizers, and insecticides, are

extensively used in many areas of human activities. Their environmental impact is

substantial when they reach lakes and rivers and thus contribute to a large extent to the

eutrophication of water reservoirs. Sulfates are created as secondary products in many

processes for the production and purification of substances. Owing to their solubility,

sulfate and phosphate species leach into underground reservoirs, rendering the water

unsafe for human consumption.1

For these reasons, it is very important to have analytical procedures for monitoring

and routine analysis of phosphates and sulfates in aqueous media. Until now, the

methods used for the phosphate measurements are mainly based on optically

determining the concentration of the colored complex formed between phosphate and

molybdenum (IV). This indirect measurement is time-consuming and, as an additional

drawback, produces heavy metal waste.2 The methods used for sulfate determination

are mostly indirect by applying either a barium3 or a lead ISE4 for the end-point

detection of a titration.

Simple electrochemical phosphate and sulfate sensors would find numerous

applications in pharmacology, biomedical research, clinical chemistry, industrial

processes and environmental monitoring. Their use would avoid the problem of

chemically pretreating the analyte sample and offer advantages as follows:

- simple methodology,

- fast non-destructive analysis,

- direct measurement of the analyte activity,

- possibility of on-line monitoring,

- sensitivity over a wide concentration range,

- low cost,
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- portability.

4.1. Anion-selective ionophores

Although the majority of the approximately 60 ions for which ionophore-based

polymeric membrane ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) have been described up to now are

cations,5'6 a series of novel anion-selectivc electrodes have been introduced recently6-8

as a result of the growing interest in the host-guest chemistry of anions.9 Two classes of

synthetic anion ionophores can be distinguished: positively charged and neutral

ionophores. The formers are usually based on protonated nitrogen atoms or metal ions.

Coulomb interactions are the major attractive force in this type of ionophores. The

selectivity of neutral ionophores is exclusively due to a recognition site in which the

anion is completely desolvated and either bound via hydrogen bonds or ion-dipole

interactions, or coordinated at Lewis acidic metal centers of an overall neutral

organometallic ligand. The individual interactions in these ionophores are weaker than

the Coulomb interactions and strongly depend on the directionality of the interaction

and on the electron density of the anion. Nevertheless, combination and preorganization

of several binding sites can lead to selective neutral ionophores for anions.10

It is especially challenging to achieve a useful selectivity for the strongly

hydrophilic anions, fluoride,1 ]<12 the phosphate species,13-22 and sulfate,23-24 due to the

following reasons:

The four oxygen atoms surrounding the phosphorus and the sulfur atom generate a

very hydrophilic sphere that is reflected in the large free energy of hydration of the

phosphate (e.g., hydrogenphosphate ca. -Ill kcal/mol) and sulfate (ca. -258

kcal/mol).9

The large size of these anions prohibits the use of size-exclusion principles to

increase the selectivity and, at the same time, it is difficult to accommodate them in

the cavity of a host molecule.

- The tetrahedral geometry of the phosphate and sulfate anions closely resembles that
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of Perchlorate but the latter is more easily complexed by the host because of its

higher lipophilicity.9

These characteristics of phosphate and sulfate anions cause them to figure at the end of

the so-called Hofmeister selectivity series (selectivity of an ion-exchanger

membrane):25

ClOf > SON" > F > SalO- > NO,' >Br > Cf > AcO"> HCO," >S042" > H2PO/ (SalCT

salicylate, AcO" acetate).

A successful phosphate-selective membrane should thus be able to selectively and

reversibly extract the measuring anion into the membrane phase.17 The characteristics

of a selective phosphate and sulfate ionophore must be:

- A strong ligation energy towards phosphate and sulfate species to overcome their

high negative energy of hydration;

The proper shape of the cavity to accommodate the anions and to take advantage of

the multiple H-bonding effect;

- High lipophilicity to prevent leaching from the membrane.

Ideally, the sum of the free energy of interaction or ligation with the carrier combined

with the negative free energy of hydration is higher than that of any interfering

anion.9'26

4.2. lonophores selective for phosphate and sulfate species

At present, ion-exchanger-based electrodes exhibit very poor selectivity for

phosphate and sulfate species (H2PO4" and HP042\ HS04" and S042~), even when

membrane components with H-bond donating groups are used. The phosphate-selective

ionophores known today can be classified into five types: organotin compounds, Co(II)

and Ni(11) complexes, cyclic polyamines, and neutral uranyl salophenes.
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a) Organotin compounds

The carrier properties of organotin compounds are based on the co-ordination of the tin

center with HP042" and the anion selectivity is determined by the organic substituents

on the metal center. By varying these substituents, a good selectivity for phosphate

species has been achieved. A multidentate carrier with four tin centers in a PVC

membrane electrode proved to be the best and has the following selectivity sequences:

HP042~ > SalO" > CIOf > NO," >S042~ > CF > Br" > SCN- > N02-, but the insufficient

stability and the short lifetime (one day) of the ISEs have prohibited its

applicability.'3'14'16"18'20 Good stability and excellent selectivity for HP042" have been

obtained in one case with bis(tribenzyltin) oxide.6'21

b) Co(II) complexes

With Co(Il) complexes as ionophores for phosphate species, ISEs were obtained with

interesting selectivity behavior, i.e.: H2P04" > AcO" ~> NOf ^ Br" > 1" > CI", but sub-

Nernstian slopes.15»27'28

c) Ni(II) complexes

Electrode membranes containing Ni(Il) complexes were found to respond to phosphate

with a theoretical slope but insufficient selectivity.6

d) Cyclic polyamines

So far, the best selectivities for phosphate species (HP042" > AcO" > S042" > N03" >

SCN" s CT, logK|0j ,
-3.2, -3.0, -2.8, -2.3, -2.3, respectively) have been reported for

cyclic polyamines. Electrodes based on such a carrier apparently gave a Nernstian

response down to lÛ'6 M I1P042".19 However, these excellent results could not be

reproduced in other laboratories.
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e) Uranyl salophene

Uranyl salophene, applied in plasticized PVC ion-selective membranes of chemically

modified field effect transistors (CHEMFETs), is another promising ionophore that

induces an excellent selectivity for H2P04" (H2P04~ > NO," > Br" > CI" > S042",

logK^otpo j
-1.3, -1.7, -1.8, -2.3, respectively) and almost Nernstian slope.22 The rather

poor lower detection limit found might be related to its use in membranes of

CHEMFETs.22

The sulfate-selective ionophores known today can be classified into four types:

triphenyllead salts, trifluoroacetyl-, bis-thiourea-, and bis-imidazole-derivatives.

a) Triphenyllead salts

Sensors with triphenyllead salts have short lifetimes and very poor selectivities.6

b) Trifluoroacetyl derivatives

Trifluoroacetyl derivatives were reported as sulfate sensing electrodes but selectivities

were poor.6

c) Bis-thiourea derivative

For sulfate, so far, the most promising TSE is based on a bis-thiourea derivative that

forms four hydrogen bonds in a 1:1 complex with S042". It exhibits a Nernstian sulfate

response in the concentration range from 10"6 to 10"2 M, and reduced interference from

SCN", NO,", Br
,
and CI".23

d) Bis-imidazole derivative

Recently, a bis-imidazole derivative has been described to exhibit a similar selectivity

for sulfate with respect to major interferents, but a strong pH dependence as well.24
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In this thesis in search of better carriers for phosphate and sulfate species, a

zwitterionic bis(guanidinium) ionophore bearing an anionic closo-borane cluster and a

dihydrochloride analogue are investigated in polymeric membrane ISEs. Both

compounds have been previously shown to complex and selectively extract

oxoanions.26 By systematically varying the kind and concentration of the ion-exchanger

sites in the membrane, the optimal performance with the so far best sulfate selectivity is

found for ISE membranes based on the dihydrochloride, whereas those with the

zwitterion analogue are shown to possess a reasonable selectivity for monohydrogen¬

phosphate.

4.3. Ditopic guanidinium receptors

Guanidinium derivatives have been used as ionophores for sulfite29 and

salicylate.30 The two guanidinium hosts used here are constituted by two bicyclic

guanidines as fundamental receptor units interconnected via an aromatic spacer moiety:

The electrically neutral ditopic guanidinium compound with a covalentiy attached

c/ewo-borane cluster bearing two negative charges, Gl, and the dihydrochloride, G2,

(Figure 4.1). Guanidinium groups play an important role in the binding of tetrahedral

oxoanions in natural and artificial receptors:26'31 The two guanidinium units are

expected to host the phosphate and sulfate guest between them, with hydrogen bonds

complementary to the topology of the tetrahedral oxoanions. Lipophilic bis-

guanidinium receptors were proved to extract even strongly hydrated anions such as

hydrogen phosphate, sulfate, and nucleotides over a wide pH range from an aqueous to

an organic solution.26-31
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Figure 4.1. Structural formulas of the bis(guanidinium) ionophores (Ph: phenyl, Bn:

benzyl).

4.4. Influence of plasticizers

The influence of plasticizers on Potentiometrie responses to HPO/f
"

was examined

at pll ca. 7 (in unbuffered solutions). The EMF responses to HP042- were strongly

influenced by changing the plasticizer from bis(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate (DOS) to 2-

nitrophenyl octyl ether (o-NPOE). Membranes based on Gl or G2 as ionophores

showed with o-NPOE a nearly Nernstian response, a wide linear range, and a very low

detection limit. On the other hand, no Nernstian response could be obtained with DOS

as plasticizer.
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4.5. Influence of ionic sites

The response of ISE membranes containing various kinds of ionic sites32"34 can be

used to distinguish whether the ionophore acts as electrically charged or uncharged

carrier. It has been shown that ISEs with electrically neutral carriers only function if

sites with a charge opposite to that of the analyte are present.32 Those with charged

carriers, on the other hand, do not need the addition of sites but in the case of 1:1

complexes of monovalent cations and negatively charged monovalent ionophores they

show improved selectivities in the presence of added sites of the same charge sign as the

analyte.32"34 In this case, charged carrier-based ISEs also respond well if the charge

sign of the sites is opposed to that of the analyte, however, their selectivity is no longer

influenced by the ionophore (Hofmeister selectivity sequence).8'32'35 More recent

results indicate, however, that the charge sign of the ionic sites that give the highest

Potentiometrie selectivities depends on the charge number of the primary and interfering

ions and on the stoichiometry of their complexes with the ionophore.37 The carrier

mechanism of various ionophores has been evaluated on the basis of these

relationships.32"34'36

Corresponding experiments have now been carried out with ionophores Gl and G2

(Figure 4.1). The zwitterion Gl with two guanidinium units has no overall net charge

and, therefore, is expected to have no ion exchange properties, i.e., it should act as an

electrically neutral carrier. Indeed, no anionic response is observed for ISE membranes

based on Gl without added sites or with anionic sites. On the other hand, given the high

basicity of guanidines, it is expected that, after conditioning, G2 in the ISE membrane

remains protonated so that it acts as a charged carrier. This seems to be supported by the

fact that various guanidinium derivatives have been successfully used in anion-selective

membranes without added ionic sites.29'30 Surprisingly, however, ISE membranes with

G2 having either 50 mol % of anionic sites (relative to ionophore) or no added sites

showed electrode functions with a reduced slope of only ca. 45 mV/decade for

monovalent anions and did not, or not reproducibly, respond to IIP042- and S042".
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According to the charged-carrier mechanism, an anionic response is expected under

such conditions.34'36

Since the apparent basicity of the two guanidinium sites is likely to be influenced

by complexation, their degree of protonation does not only depend on the pH of the

sample solution but also on the kind of anions present in the ISE membrane.

Furthermore, if a ditopic guanidinium ionophore is not fully protonated, some

molecules may be doubly protonated and others not at all, depending on the complexes

formed. Given the many possibilities, further mechanistic investigations will be needed

to explain the above partly surprising observations.

The logarithmic selectivity coefficients, logKff, obtained from the electrode

responses of various ISEs based on the same ionophore but different concentrations of

cationic sites (R+), are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. In all cases, close to Nernstian

slopes have been obtained with each of the anions studied so that the log Kj^0 ,
values

found are characteristic of the respective ISEs.8 The selectivity coefficients for

membranes with Gl and R+concentrations of 50, 100, or 150 mol % (referred to

ionophore) differ only slightly. However, with 200 mol % of R1, they tend toward those

of an anion-exchanger membrane (cf. Figure 4.2). Surprisingly, the electromotive

behavior of analogous membranes based on G2 is very similar in that anion selectivities

are shifted toward that of an anion-exchanger membrane only upon adding more than

150 mol % of R+ (Figure 4.3, columns 3, 4).

Interestingly, the preference for HP042" over S042" found for TSE membranes with

Gl is reversed for those with G2. Based on these results, and the ruggedness of the

ISEs, the membrane containing ionophore Gl with 100 mol % of cationic sites has been

chosen for HP042~ and that with G2 and 50 mol % of cationic sites for S042-

measurements.
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Figure 4.2. Potentiometrie selectivity coefficients, logK,p,p() ,,
calculated for ISE

membranes with ionophore Gl and différent amounts of cationic sites (R4, mol %

relative to Gl; SalO": salicylate, AcO": acetate).
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Figure 4.3. Potentiometrie selectivity coefficients, logK£p0 3,
calculated for ISE

membranes with ionophore G2 and different amounts of cationic sites (R+, moi %

relative to G2; SalO": salicylate, AcO~: acetate).
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4.6. ISEs for monohydrogenphosphate

The various phosphate ISEs described so far partly respond to HP042-14-18'19>21

partly to H2P04'.20'22 Because of the possible interference by OH" and the relationship

between pH and the activity of the various phosphate species, it is not always simple to

decide unequivocally from the ISE response alone which anion is being sensed.19'37

Therefore, the pH of a sample with a total phosphate concentration of 5 x 10"2 M was

changed stepwise by successively adding 10"1 M NaOH and 5 x 10~2 M NaH2P04.

Figure 4.4. Potentiometrie responses of an ISE membrane with Gl and 100 mol % of

cationic sites (top curves) and of a pFI glass electrode (bottom curves) in 5 x 10"2 M

NaFÎ2P04 at different pFI values. The EMF is plotted as a function of pH ( loga , left)

as well as calculated logcHpo,. (center) and logcR po
(right).

The resulting EMF responses of an ISE membrane based on Gl and of a pH glass

electrode are plotted in Figure 4.4 as a function of pFI and of the calculated HP042"and
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Il2P04"concentrations. It is seen that the slope of the response function is near-

theoretical only for HP042-(-32.1 mV/decade; Figure 4.4, center), for OH" it is -27.4

mV/decade (left), and for H2P04- as sensed anion it would be cationic (right).

>

LU

-100 -

log aHP042

Figure 4 5. Potentiometrie response of an ISE membrane with ionophore Gl and 100

mol % of cationic sites to HP042- m unbuffered and HEPES-buffered (10
2
M; pH 7 10)

solutions. The change in EMF upon tenfold dilution of a 10
2
M FIEPES solution (pFI

7.10)is<3mV.
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The response to HP042- and its pH-mdependence are confirmed by another

experiment (Figure 4.5), where the total phosphate concentration is varied at constant

pH using a 10~2M HEPES buffer (pH 7.10). A linear response function down to 2 x 1(F6

M is obtained, in this case the lower detection limit is governed by OIF interference.

Thus such response function can be used to evaluate Kfj0t0 0II
with the fixed

interference method (FTM; cf. Table 4.1).38
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Figure 4.6. Potentiometrie responses of an ISE membrane with ionophore Gl and 100

mol% of cationic sites to HP042" and various interfering anions (SaKX: salicylate, AcO":

acetate).
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Table 4.1. Potentiometrie selectivity coefficients, K^, (SSM), for a HP042--ISE with

ionophore Gl and 100 mol% of R+ and comparison with literature values.

_ __ __

_

Hpo^2_
- -

H2P04- 0

F OFFb

AcO

CF

so42-

co32~

BF

"NOf

F

SalO-

C10F

a Standard deviations obtained with three ISEs prepared from the same membrane

bpiM

The lower detection limit for HP042- in an unbuffered solution is 8.7 x 10"8 M and,

thus, better by more than one order of magnitude than usually observed with

conventional polymeric ISE membranes.5 This improvement in the lower detection

limit is probably due to the fact that in highly diluted aqueous NaH2P04 solutions, over

90% of the phosphate species is present as H2P04" so that HP042" is effectively buffered

and the bias of the lower detection limit by phosphate species leaching from the

membrane39 is reduced.

The response of the same membrane to various anions is shown in Figure 4.6. Near

Nernstian responses to all anions are observed except for low concentrations of C032"

and AcO". In the former case, it might be due to HC03" and in the latter to OH"

3.5

1.4*0.3

0.5 ±0.1 -3.0 -1.8

1.8 ±0.3 -3.2 -2 **

0.4 ± 0.2 -3.2

1.8 ±0.7 -2.1 -1.7

4.1 ±0.9 -2.4 -1.3

8.8 ±1.0 0.0

8.2 ±0.1

9.8 ±0.2
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interferences. Since at higher concentrations, the response to all anions studied is ncar-

Nernstian, SSM can be applied to obtain unbiased K^p'0 T
values (Table 4.1).8 For

comparison, the corresponding values determined by Liu et al.21 and Antonisse et al.22

are also given.

The best selectivities are found with an ISE based on bis(tribenzyltin) oxide which,

however, lacks long-term stability. 21 In most practical applications, interference by CF

seems to be the most important factor. From the corresponding selectivity coefficient

(Table 4.1), it can be estimated that the lower detection limit for ITP042- in ambient

water with 10"' M CF is about 10"(1 M. Given the favorable lower detection limit of our

ISE based on Gl (Figure 4.4), it can be further improved by diluting the samples, which

in ISEs for divalent ions causes the interference from monovalent ones to be reduced.23

Since ISEs with the uranyl salophene ionophore respond to H2P04- as primary anion,22

they, in spite of the lower numerical value of logKTp°p0 cl,
suffer a stronger interference

from 10"3 M CF and would, therefore, only be useful above ca. 10"5M H2P04- in

ambient water, even if the current lower detection limit of ca. I O"3 M H2P04- could be

improved. Our ISE membrane based on Gl did not show significant changes (< 1 mV /

decade for the slopes in the linear range of 10"2 - 10"6 M) in its performance after storing

it in the inner reference solution over 1 month. This long-term stability is an

improvement with respect to the recently described HP042"-lSE which, m turn, has a

better selectivity behavior.21

4.7. ISE for sulfate

Except for its slight preference for S042' over HP042\ the response to most anions

observed with the ISE based on G2 is very similar to that with Gl (Figure 4.7). Again,

the near-Nernstian slopes indicate that the SSM can be used to obtain unbiased

selectivity coefficients.8 These are shown in Table 4.2 together with the literature values

for the so far best S042"-lSEs.
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Figure 4.7. Potentiometrie responses of an ISE membrane with ionophore G2 and 50

mol % of cationic sites to S042" and various interfering anions (SalO": salicylate, AcO":

acetate).

Unfortunately, Kj s
from MPM cannot be directly compared with Kfj1 from SSM or

FTM.8 The K^' ,
values in Table 4.2 (column 3) are, therefore, estimated from the

calibration curves published.23 (Selectivity factors obtained with the MPM method

under identical conditions as in ref. 23 are as follows (values from ref. 23 in

parentheses): AcO": -1.4 (-1.5); Cf: -0.7 (-0.1); HP042-: -0.2 (-1.5); Br": -0.2 (+1.1);
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NO3-: +1.5 (+1.6)). No calibration curves are available for the S042--ISE based on a bis-

imidazole derivative24 and, unfortunately, the procedure described does not allow a

reliable estimation of K|°' ,
values. For this ISE, therefore, upper and lower selectivity

limits are given in Table 4.2.

So far, the lowest interference from CF has been obtained with our ISE based on

G2. The new sensor seems to be adequate for direct Potentiometrie monitoring of S042"

down to 10"6 M in ambient waters having 10"3 M CF or less. Also for this ISE, no

significant change in performance has been observed after a storage period of 1 month

in the inner reference solution.

Table 4.2. Potentiometrie selectivity coefficients, logK^ r (SSM), for a S042--ISE

with ionophore G2 and 50 mol% of R+ and comparison with literature values.

J G2Ö ref 23 ref24

AcCr -1.7±0.1 -1.2

CP -0.2 ±0.1 1.6

FIPO42- -0.9 ±0.01 -3.0

co32- 0.9 + 0.1

BF 2.4 ±0.4 3.0

N03- 4.3 ± 0.3 4.9

F 7.4 ± 0.4

SalO- 6.2 ±0.01

CIO4- 10.4 ±0.4

-1.1 --1.0

0.9--3.0

-1.6--0.9b

2.9--4.9

4.1

a Standard deviations obtained with three ISEs prepared from the same membrane

b HC03-
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4.8. Conclusions

The bis(guanidinium) ionophores Gl andG2, previously shown to selectively

complex and extract oxoanions, are useful ionophores in TSE membranes. Compared

with earlier sensors, the new ISE for HP042- shows advantages toward stability and

lower detection limit. With ionophore G2, on the other hand, the so far best ISE for

S042"has been obtained. Based on their selectivities, both ISEs are expected to be

adequate for the environmental monitoring of ambient water, exhibiting a lower

detection limit of 10"6 M HP042" and S042-, respectively, in the presence of 10"3 M CF.

4.9. Experimental

The synthesis of the zwitterion carrier Gl and that of the dihydrochloride G2 have

been described previously.26'40

ISE membranes for HP04"- and S042" contained bis(guanidinium) ionophore Gl or

G2 (1.0 wt %) and various mol % (relative to ionophore) of cationic or anionic sites as

well as o-NPOE/PVC (2:1). Membranes of ca. 225 urn thickness were obtained by

casting a solution of the membrane components (ca. 200 mg) in THF (ca. 2.5 ml) into a

Teflon ring (26 mm i.d.) fixed on a glass plate (Chapter 10).

Of the above membranes, pieces of 6 mm 0 were punched and mounted in Philips

IS 561 bodies (Glasbläserei Möller, CH-8050 Zürich). Internal filling solutions were

NaCl and Nall2P04, (each 10"2 M) brought to pH ~ 7 with NaOH, or NaCl and NaHS04

(each lO'2 M) for HP042- or S042" measurements, respectively. The ISEs (three for each

membrane composition) were conditioned for 3 d in 10"2 M Na+ salt solution of the

corresponding primary anion.

For experiments involving pH calibrations, the pH was changed by adding 10~' M

NaOH and 5 x 10"2 M NaH2P04 to a solution of 5 x 10"2 M NaII2P04 with a Dosimat

665 (Metrohm) equipped with a 10-ml burette. The HP042\ H2P04-, and S042~

concentrations were calculated taking into account protonation equilibria.4 '<42
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5. DIFFUSION PROCESSES IN SOLVENT POLYMERIC

MEMBRANES

Despite the numerous applications of solvent polymeric membrane-based ISEs,

there have been controversies about the importance of interfacial ion-exchange and

membrane bulk diffusion processes in their response mechanism.1'4 The significance of

these processes was supported by the fact that ion transport and Potentiometrie

selectivities of ionophores are related. This was also con-oborated by the introduction of

spectropotentiometry, a method that visualizes the transport of species in the bulk of

TSE membranes while simultaneously measuring the corresponding transient

potentials.5'6 Additionally, membrane bulk diffusion processes influence the lower

detection limit of ISEs, which correlates with the flux of primary ion from the inner

solution toward the sample or vice versa,7'8 and play an important role in long-term

potential drifts.5

Since diffusion processes in solvent polymeric phases are well known for their

importance, their study is the basis for optimizing the composition of ISE membranes.

In general, they contain four kinds of species capable of diffusion (without taking into

account gases): lipophilic components (i.e., ionophore and ionic sites), hydrophilic ions,

uncharged species (e.g., HCl, HNOi or FIOAc),6'9 and water.

The uptake and diffusion of water in ISE membranes affect their use since the

activity coefficients of ions in such organic phases alter heavily if their water content

lies below 10 wt.-%.10 Moreover, slow changes in the equilibrium water content can be

related to the long-term potential drifts observed with microfabricated sensors.11 This

process has already been fully characterized with the help of spectrometric.11"13

gravimetric,14'15 and Karl Fischer water determinations.,6

Diffusion coefficients of electrically neutral species in membranes have not yet

been determined directly. So far, the study of HCl or HN03 diffusion across membranes

containing a lipophilic pH indicator has allowed to record the relevant diffusion profiles
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of the protonated and unprotonated forms of the indicator.6 In another study, acetic acid

diffusing through the membrane from the inner solution to the sample proved to be the

reason of pH values that are different at the surface of the ISE membrane from those m

the bulk of the sample.9

The diffusion of ions in a solvent polymeric ISE membrane was investigated by

spectropotentiometric measurements carried out within activity ranges where cationic or

anionic interference occurs.5-6 The diffusion coefficients of the order of HT8 cm2 s"' for

several cations were found to be very similar to the value of the chromoionophore,5

indicating that the contribution of uncomplexed ions to the diffusion processes is

negligible.

The diffusion of ionophores or chromoionophores is important for the working

period of solvent polymeric membranes. The major factors limiting their lifetime are the

leaching of the selectivity-inducing component and of the membrane solvent into the

contacting sample solution.17 In addition, the diffusion of the ionophore also influences

that of the ions in the membrane. Therefore, the diffusion of a chromoionophore in

dependence of the ISE membrane composition is investigated in the following, together

with its effect on long-term potential drifts.

5.1. Theory of diffusion

Diffusion can be defined as "the process by which matter is transported from one

part of a system to another as a result of random molecular motions".18 In 1855, Fick

developed a mathematical model of the diffusion processes, relating the flux of a

species to its diffusion coefficient by adopting the equation of heat conduction derived

by Fourier (1822).

The theory of diffusion (Pick's first law) is based on the hypothesis that the rate of

transfer of diffusing substances through a unit area of a section is proportional to the

concentration gradient measured perpendicular to the section. In the case of TSE

membranes, a concentration gradient exclusively in the x-coordinate, representing the
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thickness of the membrane, is assumed, obtaining the following equation:

,/ D,^ (5.1)
dx

with:

,/x rate of transfer per unit area of the section m the x-coordinate, flux [mol cm"" s"1]

cT concentration of the diffusing species, I [mol cm"3]

x space coordinate measured perpendicularly to the section [cm]

D, diffusion coefficient for the diffusing species, 1 [cmz s"1]

In diluted solutions, D, can be assumed to be constant

The second Pick's law describes the fundamental differential equation of diffusion.

It is derived, in one dimension, from equation 5.1 by considering the rate at which the

diffusing substance enters a one-dimensional element, and the rate at which the amount

of diffusing substance in the element increases:

^-
= DlÄ (5.2)

dt dx~

with:

t time [s]

Solutions of this diffusion equation can be obtained for a variety of initial and

boundary conditions under the assumptions that the diffusion coefficient remains

constant. '8 When the case of a sufficiently large uniform phase is considered, in which

all the diffusing substance is concentrated initially in the region x < 0, the solution of

the differential equation 5.2 is:
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c(X;t) = _^i_re 4Dlt »i-cJWfc--^ (5.3)
2J(jtDjt)Jx 2 2J(D,t)

where:

Cj(x,t) concentration of the ion, I, as a function of time, t, and space, x

c" initial concentration of the ion, I, at t = 0 and x < 0

2
'

erfc error-function complement ( erfc(z) = 1 —= fexp(-rf )dr|).
VJtJ0

In an ISE membrane containing a chromoionophore, the concentration cT(x,t) can be

monitored by recording the absorption changes as a function of time and space. The

relationship between absorption and concentration is described by Lambert-Beer's law

as follows:19

^=lnA=ECIl (5.4)

with:

A absorption

/ light intensity after passing through the sample

Io light intensity before entering the sample

e extinction coefficient [mol"'cm"2]

1 thickness of absorption layer [cm]

By substituting C[ in equation 5.3 with the help of equation 5.4, the following

relationship between absorption and diffusion coefficient results:18

4x,t) = :Uerfc^^ (5.5)
2 2J(D,t)
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with:

A(x,t) absorption depending on time, t and space, x

A0 initial absorption of the compound m the loaded membrane moiety at t - 0 and x

<0

In the presence of ions with different diffusion coefficients, a concentration

gradient along the direction of the diffusion process is built up. entailing an electric field

that accelerates the slower ions and slows down the faster ones. A detailed description

of the ion transport in an electrochemical cell, at constant pressure and temperature, is

obtained by the Nernst-Planck flux equation. L20.21

c,-D, r)u?
„

din a, c,'D,-z,-F <9<t>
_ _ ,N/ =--! L._i_L_c d, —_i_-J ' '

__ + cv (5.6)xt
R T dx dx R T dx

Influence of: medium diffusion migration convection

with:

v hydrodynamic velocity in x-coordinate [cm s"1]

To ensure that the ion transport is possible only through diffusion, the experimental

conditions are specially chosen by:

- adding a relatively high concentration of a background electrolyte to the system

d<I>
(contribution of migration negligible because — s 0);

rJx

"

assuring that the hydrodynamic velocity in the system is very low (contribution of

convection negligible because v s 0);

~

taking into account that the standard chemical potential, it", within the system is

constant (^^ = 0).1'20'21
dx
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When a difference occurs in the ion activities at both sides of the membrane, the

diffusion of ions through the membrane generates a diffusion potential, AED,, caused by

the differences in the mobility of the charged species. Assuming that the activity

coefficient and mobility are constant for all ions in the membrane, AED, can be

described as follows:1-20'21

RT \ dx
F =

F/ 2z2DTc,(x)
dx (5.7)

with:

AED diffusion potential in the membrane [mV]

5.2. Free diffusion of the chromoionophore

Different methods to determine the diffusion coefficients of an ionophore in an ISE

membrane have been reported. For example, Oesch and Simon measured the time-

dependent increase in the concentration of an ionophore in an aqueous solution that was

brought in contact with the membrane.22 Fu et al. used the time required for heparin to

diffuse across the membrane to determine its diffusion coefficient.23

In this work, a new procedure is used for the measurement of the diffusion

coefficient of ionophores in ISE membranes.5 Its advantage compared with previous

methods is that the diffusion is directly measured in the membrane phase. The pH-

sensitive chromoionophore, 4-[[9-(dimethylammo)-5/7-benzo[a]phenoxazin-5-yhdene]

amino]-ll-[(l-butylphenyl)oxy]benzeneacetic acid 11-oxaundecyl ester (ETFI 2439),

was used to determine the diffusion coefficients in ISE membranes having different

DOS/PVC ratios. At the starting time, t = 0, two half-membranes, i.e., one with and the

other without the above pH-indicator were put together (see Figure 5.8), upon which

distribution of the chromoionophore sets m immediately.
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This diffusion-controlled process was followed by means of a microscope and a charge-

coupled device imaging camera with high resolution at 450 nm. As an example, Figure

5.1 shows the absorption profiles obtained with a membrane whose PVC content was

30.9 wt.-%.

Since the equation 5.5 provides the relationship between the absorption and the

diffusion of the chromoionophore into a semi-mfinite matrix, the diffusion coefficient

of the free, unprotonated chromoionophore could be determined by fitting the

absorption profiles recorded for membranes of different PVC content, as exemplified by

Figure 5.2. The resulting values for nine membranes having from 24.6 to 60.3 wt-% of

PVC are given m Figure 5.3 and compare quite well with the data obtained earlier by

the same5 and by another method.23

_j i i , . i . . . i , i . i_

30 40 50 60

wt -%PVC

Figure 5.3: Diffusion coefficients of the unprotonated chromoionophore ETH 2439 in

DOS/PVC membranes as a function of their PVC content.
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They show a linear relationship between the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient

and the PVC content. This allows to predict the diffusion coefficient of both the

chromoionophore and a hydrophilic ion in an ISE membrane from its PVC content. As

already reported by Oesch and Simon,17»22 diffusion of ionophores significantly

decreases with increasing PVC content. These authors found a similar relationship, but

no linearity was achieved for PVC contents above 40 wt.-%.17'22 FTowever. their

experiments are not directly comparable with those carried out here since they

considered equilibria between an aqueous and an organic phase, in contrast to the single

membrane equilibrium as investigated above

5.3. Interpretation of long-term potential drifts

The relationship between the diffusion of a species in a membrane and the

Potentiometrie response of the corresponding ISE was investigated by preparing W-

selective membranes based on ETH 2439 having different PVC / DOS ratios and using

inner solutions of two different pH values (4 and 12). Calibration curves for the primary

ion (H4) were determined in HCl solutions of 10"1 M NaCl background. By increasing

the PVC content in the ISE membrane the Na' interference increases and, therefore, the

linear range of the electrode response decreases. The only difference between the ISEs

with inner solution at pFI 12 and pH 4 is a shift to more positive potentials m the case of

the former (Figure 5.4), which is the consequence of the difference in the inner phase

boundary potential.

In a further experiment, all ISEs were conditioned in a 10"' M Na1" solution at pH

12 overnight. Upon changing the pH of the measuring solution from 12 to 4, while

keeping the concentration of the interfering ion (10"1 M Naf) constant, a fast potential

increase followed by a slow drift to more negative potentials was observed for ISEs

with the inner solution at pH 4 (Figure 5.5). The time required to reach a steady state

depends on the composition and thickness of the membrane. Similar potential drifts

were observed when the pH of the measuring solution was changed back again to pH
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12, i.e., a fast initial potential decrease and a slow subsequent drift to more positive

values. For membranes of similar composition, the time needed to reach a steady state

was found to be the same for both processes (cf. Figure 5.5). As expected, it is longer

for ISE membranes with a higher amount of PVC Surprisingly, however, ISEs with the

inner solution of pi I 12 behaved differently They reached steady state without showing

any potential drift (see Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.4: Calibration curves for ISE with membranes having different ratio of

PVC/DOS (in wt.-%) and an inner solution of pH 4 or 12 (see Chapter 5.5.

Experimental), obtained by titrating 1Ü"2 M HCl (background: 10"1 M NaCl and 5 x 10"3

M NaOAc) with 10"1 M NaOH containing 5 x 10^ M NaOAc. Straight line:

experimental response of a glass electrode.
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pH 4 (after having conditioned them at pH 12) and subsequent cation interference at

pll 12 in 10"1 Na+ background (top: PVC content between 24 and 39 wt.-%, bottom:

between 50 and 60 wt.-%; inner solution at pH 4 throughout).
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The concentration proFiles of the chromionophore in the membrane at high and low

pH of the sample and of the inner solution are schematically represented in Figure 5.7.

In measuring solutions of high pH (e.g., pH 12), the chromoionophore in the outer

surface layer of the membrane is fully deprotonated so that the ISE response is

controlled by the presence of interfering cations (Nar) and becomes pll-tndcpendent

(Figures 5.7 a and c). Its concentration in the inner surface layer is determined by the

pH of the inner solution. At low pH (e.g.. pH 4), the chromoionophore is protonated

(Figure 5.7 a), leading to a concentration gradient through the membrane. On the other

hand, at high pH (e.g., pll 12), it is completely deprotonated (Figure 5.7 c).

sample

pH 12

pH4

-i_-^-,"/,L-sT -f ~t~

inner solution

pH 4

pH4

sample

c

pH 12

d

pH4

inner solution

KX R-

C-1

CH+

pll 12

R~P^
CTF^-

R-

CH+

C

pH12

Figure 5.7: Schematic representation of the concentration profiles of the unprotonated

(C) and protonated (CFT) chromoionophore (a) m a membrane asymmetrically

conditioned at pFI 12 (sample solution) and pH 4 (inner solution) and (b) after

decreasing the pll of the sample solution to 4; (c) in a membrane symmetrically

conditioned at pll 12, (d) at steady state after decreasing the pH of the sample solution

to 4 (IV: lipophilic anionic sites).

By decreasing the pFI of the sample (e.g.. from pFI 12 to pH 4), the interfering

cation (Na') in the membrane is exchanged for the primary ion (H+) of the aqueous

solution so that the concentration of the protonated chromoionophore increases and that

of the unprotonated decreases (Figures 5.7 b and d). Thus, for ISEs with the inner

solution at pH 4, the concentration of protonated ionophore in the membrane is

determined by the concentration of the lipophilic sites, R" (Figure 5.7.b). whereas for
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those with the inner solution at pH 12, a concentration gradient of the protonated

chromoionophore is generated (Figure 5.7 d).

Currently, it is not possible to find a comprehensive explanation for all the effects

that lead to long-term potential drifts, though from the above experiments and the

literature,5-6 the following observations can be made*

- They are related to the PVC content of the ISE membrane and, thus, to the diffusion

of species.

They disappears if the inner solution has a high pH (cf. Figure 5.6).

They are larger when the concentration of the unprotonated chromoionophore in the

membrane is close to zero.5

The time needed to reach the equilibrium potential when cation interference occurs.

and the time of reconditioning are the same: Evidently, in both processes, the same

species are diffusing through the membrane

Analogous drifts were detected in the case of anion interference (with the same

chromoionophore) but the time needed to reach steady state was shorter by a factor

of about 8.6 The membrane (or its components) obviously has a higher affinity to

the species diffusing when cationic interference takes place than to those in the case

of anionic interference (see also Chapter 8.6).24

- Electrically neutral species can also diffuse through the membrane.9 Since the

concentration of undissociated weak acids depends on the pH, it is possible to

generate a gradient of HOAc in the membrane by changing the pH of the sample or

the inner solution, despite its total concentration therein remaining constant.

- In analogy to undissociated HNO-*.6 undissociated NaOH could also diffuse from a

solution of higher to another of lower pH, causing local pH changes at the inner

membrane surface and, hence, a potential drift.

According to the above observations, it can be suggested that, at a higher pH of the

sample, the diffusing species induce the concentration of FT at the inner membrane

surface to be significantly different from that of the inner solution (e.g., of pH 4), while

reconditioning of the membrane at pH 4 should re-establish the original pH at the inner

membrane surface. On the other hand, at a high pi I of the inner solution (e.g., 12) the
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inner membrane surface is not pH-dcpcndent. Only changes of at least 3 pH units (i.e.,

within the linear potential range of the ISEs as shown in Figure 5.4) would influence its

potential and, therefore, no change of the inner potential could be observed.

5.4. Conclusions

A linear relationship is obtained between the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient

of a chromoionophore in ISE membranes and their PVC content, allowing to estimate

diffusion coefficients from the composition of the matrix (PVC/DOS). The observed

long-term potential drifts are clearly related to membrane-internal diffusion processes

and to activity changes at the inner membrane surface. It was, however, not possible to

confirm this hypothesis. All effects found may be better understood in the future by

investigating the same processes with immobilized chromoionophores and ionic sites in

order to explain the influence of the mobility of membrane components on the long-

term potential drift.25"28

5.5. Experimental

5.5.1. Optical Measurements

Membranes for optical measurements were prepared by dissolving DOS and PVC

in different ratios with and without the addition of 0.2 wt.- % of the H+-selective

chromoionophore, ETH 2439, (cf. Chapter 10) m THF (1.5 ml), pouring the solution

into a teflon ring (26 mm i. d.) on a glass plate and allowing the solvent to evaporate

overnight. To measure the free diffusion of both the protonated and unprotonated forms

uninfluenced by other species, the membrane with the chromoionophore and the other

one without (blank) but both having the same PVC'DOS ratio, were cut in half. Then,

the two halves, one of each membrane, were stuck together by moistening the cut edges

with a very small amount of THF and pressing them together (Figure 5.8).
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The freshly assembled membrane was studied at room temperature under a

microscope (Olympus BH-2, Olympus Optical AG, Schwerzenbach, Switzerland) by

illuminating it with a halogen lamp of controlled source voltage. The appropriate

wavelengths of the protonated and unprotonated forms (700 and 450 nm, respectively)

of the chromoionophore were selected with the help of interference filters (Balzers AG,

Balzers, Liechtenstein).29

DOS/PVC membrane

with ETI I 2439

THF

~X
DOS/PVC membrane

Figure 5.8: Assemblage of two DOS/PVC membrane halves, one with and the other

without indicator dye, for monitoring the free diffusion of the chromoionophore.

A charge-coupled de\ice (CCD) imaging camera (Model ST-6, Santa Barbara

Instruments Group, Santa Barbara, CA) was used to record the pictures from the

microscope. Its temperature was set to -30 °C with a built-in two-stage thermoelectric

cooler to reduce the dark current (figure 5.9).

The pictures taken with the CCD camera had 375 x 245 pixels, corresponding to a

resolution of 5.625 jim (at 4-fold magnification of the microscope) determined by

means of an objective micrometer (No. 35037, Ohmpus Optical) with 0.01-mm

calibration marks. For each pixel, the light intensit) between 0 and 65 535 in arbitrary

units was registered. Experimental conditions were adjusted to make use of the linear

range of the system. The intensity of the brightest pixel was set to ca. 80 % of the
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maximum by

optimizing the chromoionophore concentration m the membrane,

- selecting the appropriate wavelength (not necessarily corresponding to the

absorption maximum), and

- choosing the best exposure time.

Computer

CCD camera

Microscope

Interference filter

Assembled

membrane

Halogen lamp
Voltage control

Figure 5.9: Experimental setup for the optical measurements.

Within a preselected membrane segment, the median of the intensity values for

100-200 pixels along lines perpendicular to the direction of diffusion was evaluated m

order to minimize the noise caused by mhomogeneities in the membrane. The negative

logarithms of the intensities thus obtained are a direct measure of the concentration

changes in protonated or free chromoionophore, depending on the wavelength chosen.

The absorption profiles across the membrane were calculated from the pictures with the

help of a LabView program (National Instruments, Austin, TX) developed in our

laboratory, using as reference the intensities measured right at the beginning. This
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procedure has the advantage of reducing effects due to membrane inhomogeneities 5

5.5.2. Calculations

Diffusion coefficients were calculated with the help of Mathematica (Wolfram

Research Inc., Champaign, IL) on a G3 Macintosh using equation 5.5. The procedure

"FmdMimmum" was applied to obtain nonlinear fits of membrane parameters to the

absorption curves measured (cf. Chapter 10)

5.5.3. TSE and EMF measurements

TSE membranes were prepared by dissolving 2.6 mmol kg"1 of the

chromoionophore, ETH 2439, and 2 mmol kg"1 of NaTFPB. together with DOS and

PVC m different ratios, m THF (1.5 ml), pouring the solutions into teflon rings (26 mm

i. d.) on a glass plate, and allowing the solvent to evaporate overnight. Membrane

compositions are given m Chapter 10. From each membrane, three 4-mm discs were

punched and glued to plasticized PVC tubing with a THF/PVC slurry. The internal

filling solution was 10"1 M NaCl buffered either at pH 4 with 5 x 10"5 M NaOAc/HOAc

or at pH 12 (by adding NaOFI). Before starting the measurements, the ISEs were

conditioned in the above solution of pH 4 for 72 h. Then, a 10"2 M HCl having 10"' M

NaCl and 5 x 10"1 M NaOAc as ionic background was titrated with 10"1 M NaOFI,

containing 5 x 10"3 M NaOAc at 22 = 1 °C. For this, a Metrohm 665 Dosimat

(Metrohm AG, Flerisau, Switzerland) controlled by a LabView program for constant pH

change was employed.
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6. CHARACTERIZATION OF A BIS-FULLERENE-CROWN

ETHER TETHER ADDUCT IN SOLVENT POLYMERIC

MEMBRANES

The trans-1 fullerene-crown ether conjugate, (±)-out,out-6l,62-diethyl 61,62-

[(6,7,9,10,17,18,20,21 -octahydrodibenzo[b,k] f 1,4,7,10,13,16]hexaoxacyciooctadecm-

2,13-diyl)dimethylene] 1,2:55,60-bismethano[60]fullerene-61,61,62,62-tetracarboxyla-

te (Fl, Figure 6.1), is of interest because, due to its capability of forming complexes

with cations, it can serve for metal recognition. Since the îonophore-bound metal ion is

positioned closely atop the fullerene surface, the binding of the cations affects the redox

potential of the fullerene sphere, providing an electrochemically detectable sensor

signal. The use of compound Fl as an ionophore in ISE membranes could lead to the

development of sensors with the capability of recognizing ions.

Figure 6.1. Structural formula of the trans-\-fullerene-crown ether conjugate Fl

ionophore.
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For this reason, the ionophore properties of Fl in solvent-polymeric membrane

electrodes were investigated. Effective complex formation constants, K^, in the same

solvent-polymeric phase were obtained by comparing the Potentiometrie responses of

two membranes, one containing the H"-selective ionophore (ETH 2439) and sodium

tetrakis[3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)phenyl]borate (NaTFPB), the so-called reference

membrane, and the other, these same components together with the fullerene adduct Fl.

6.1. Determination of effective complex formation constants

To determine KJ" of a ligand (L) with alkali cations (J) m solvent-polymeric

membrane phases, two different membranes were used. One contained an electrically

neutral ion carrier (C) and lipophilic anionic sites (R") and served as reference

membrane, the other, these same components together with the lipophilic ligand L to be

characterized. The response characteristics of both membranes were compared and

related to KJ" of this ligand in the membrane.

Ion-selective membranes that contain C with or without L will, in a given pFI range,

show a Nernstian pH response function. Within this pH response region, the potential of

both membranes, will not be influenced by the presence of an interfering ion ( Js' ) so

that the behavior of the two ISE membranes is expected to be the same. The cationic

response of a membrane based only on C and R" in sample solutions containing Js is

described by the following equilibrium:

exch

Jszt + Z] CHM+ -^

w

JM7J + zj Hs+ (aq) + zT CM (6.11

At high pH values, FI
'

in the membrane will be exchanged by Jg' from the sample

so that the electrode response is a function of the activity of Js', In such membranes J^j

is assumed not to interact with C, but if the membrane additionally contains a ligand (L)
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selective for Js ,
these cations, extracted from the sample solution, will be complexée

7}

and interference from Js occurs at lower sample pH already. The concentration of the

complex formed, JL7n', can be related to the concentration of the free ion in the

membrane by considering K^' :

Ke« =^!iFl_ (6,2)
,L"

<v.(c,V

with:

ctl;j concentration of the complex JL','

cr, concentration of the ion .I/,

cT concentration of the carrier L

n stoichiometric factor of the complex formed

On the basis of these considerations, a method for determining Ke,f was developed.1 It

is valid for electrically neutral cation-selective ligands m ISE membranes showing an

ideal pFI response as well as a theoretical response towards J2'in the region of cation

interference. Other methods were described which do not need the addition of the H+

carrier.2"4

K.fl can be obtained by the following two ways of calculation having the same

theoretical background. Equations 6.3 and 6.4 can be used to determine K^ from EMF

data and total membrane concentrations if an appropriate number for n, the

stoichiometric factor of the complexes formed, is assumed.

1) The potential shift in the region of response to Js", which is observed when

adding L to the reference membrane, is a direct measure for the decrease in the

concentration of Jvtas a result of its complexation with L. After correcting for the

difference in AE° values of both ISEs in the ideal pH response range, the potential

difference in the cation interference region can be expressed as follows:
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RT
AEM=—-In

z,F

\( n V\
,,ff !
-eff

L.iot

~

vR~,tot | ivlL

CT
,„, C„.

_
K'

(6.3)i1 I \ ^j

with:

cl)tot total concentration of the ligand tn the ISE membrane

cr- tot
tota^ concentration of lipophilic anionic sites in the ISE membrane

2) The ratio of the selectivity coefficients, fCf,, found for the two membranes can

be directly related to Ke,f :l

K^(withL) (t
n \' V

p»^w^nutT.r ri,w z.
r - H (6.4)K£i (

without LJ ^
z

6.2. lonophore properties of the fullerene crown-ether conjugate Fl

The lonophore properties of the trans-1 -fullerene crown ether conjugate (Fl, Figure

6.1) were investigated using a solvent polymeric ISE membrane containing this

compound and NaTFPB in PVC plasticized with DOS 5-6 Between 10"5 and TO"1 M K1,

the corresponding ISE exhibited a response function with a slope of 57.2 ± 2.8 mV and

a lower detection limit of 10° 8 * °"
M (Figure 6.2). It also showed a close to theoretical

response for all monovalent ions investigated (Figure 6.2), which allows the

Potentiometrie selectivity coefficients, logK^, to be correctly determined by the

separate solution method.7'8 For divalent ions, however, this does not hold, so that only

limiting values can be given m these cases. The sequence m Table 6.1 clearly deviates

from that of an ion-exchanger-based membrane and proves that Fl acts as an ionophore.
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Table 6.1 : The logarithmic selectivity sequence for a Fl and an ion-exchanger-based

membrane.

J' Fl ion-exchanger

Rb+

NFLf

Na'

Cs1

XT ^~

U-F

Mg
2^

Ca

Sr>

-0 7x02

-0.9 ± 0.2

-1 7 ± 0.2

-2.3 ± 0.4

-2,4 ± 0.3

-2 7 * 0.3

<-3 5

<-4 0

<-4 3

-4

loga

-0 2 ± 0.0

-0.4 ± 0 1

-0.3 ± 0 0

+0.3 ± 0.0

-0.0 ± 0.1

-0.5 ± 0.0

< -3.6

< -3.5

<*-3.4

.

- y^

BD-

*
NiV
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/
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•
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Figure 6.2: Response of an ISE membrane (DOS/PVC), based on FI, to K1 and various

other interfering cations, .F'.
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6.3. Effective complex formation constants

Kjl for alkali metal cations, in the same solvent polymeric membranes as

mentioned in Chapter 6.2, were obtained by comparing their EMF responses (Table 6.2

columns 3 and 4). The logK'f values (Table 6.2, column 5) were calculated according

to equation 6.5 under the assumption of a 1:1 stoichiometry for all alkali metal cation-

ligand complexes. The values for KL
,
Na", and Li" are found to be lower by 3.9, 2.7, and

3.8 orders of magnitude than for valinomycin as ligand in the same membrane

matrix. bC)

,*
1 K^(withL)

*L

cUtot-Vtot Kft (withoutL)
(6'5)

with:

n = 1 and zT
= 1

Table 6.2: Potentiometrie selectivity coefficients, logKj'f, for ISE membranes

(DOS/PVC) based either on Fl. ETH 2439, or on both, and effective complex-

formation constants, logK^|f, of Fl in the ISE membrane with various monovalent

cations (J7')

J7j logK£ logK*«

Fl ETH 2439 Ft + ETH 2439 Fl

II1" 0 0 0

Li' -0.3 ±0.4 -7.9 ± 0.3 -7.2 ± 0.3 2.9 ± 0.3

Na4 0.7 ±0.4 -7.7 ± 0.2 -6.2 ± 0.2 4.0 ±0.2

K" 2.4 ± 0.3 -7.3 ±0.1 -4.5 ± 0.4 5.4 ±0.2

Cs"1 0.1 ±0.5 -6.9 ±0.2 -6.0 ± 0.3 3.3 ±0.5
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The Potentiometrie selectivity coefficients were determined by the two methods

explained in the following:

6.3.1. Fixed interference methods (FIM)5

The sample solution containing a 10"' M hydroxide solution of either K+ or Naf in 5

x 10"3 M acetic acid was titrated with 10"! M chloride solution of the same metal ion in

5 x 10"3 M acetic acid and 10"' M HCl,

The selectivity coefficients of the two ISE membranes were determined by FIM (cf.

Figure 6.3).

300

200

> 100

LU

-100

-200

pH = 5.8
i\EM (eq. 6.3)

pH = 8.4

10 12 14

pH

Figure 6.3: Titration of 10"1 M KOFI in 5 x 10"3 M KOAc solution with 10"1 M KCl and

10"1 M HCl, 5 x KT3 M KOAc. The pH was measured with a glass electrode and ISE

membranes based on either ETH 2439 or Fl and ETH 2439.
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6.3.2. Separate solution method (SSM)5

Since at high pH values the response of the electrodes was determined solely by the

activity of the alkali ions, the selectivity coefficients were calculated by using the

potential of a 10"' M solution of the corresponding chloride salts (pH ca. 11) and the

potential of 10"
'
M HCl.

The results of the two methods agreed within the experimental error.

6.4. Conclusions

Compound Fl is shown to possess ionophore as well as redox properties:10 These

observations led to the idea that this kind of ionophores can be useful for the preparation

of solid-contacted ion-selective membrane electrodes with the ability to signal the

presence of interfering ions. If the ISE membrane, conditioned with the primary ion, is

brought in contact with a sufficiently high concentration of an interfering ion, the EMF

will initially depend on the activity of the interfering ion exclusively, as is the case in

conventional ISEs. After a certain time, related to the diffusion properties of the

membrane, the exchange of the primary by the interfering ion will lead to a change of

the standard potential of the redox-active ionophore at the metal-membrane interface. In

this way the ISEs will signal, that the conditions required for the undisturbed

measurement of the primary ion activity are no longer fulfilled. In order to be sure that

potential changes of the electrodes containing this type of ionophore are due only to its

property, solid-contacted ion-selective electrodes with good stability need to be

developed.
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6.5. Experimental

The synthesis of ionophore Fl has been described elsewhere.10'11

Membranes of 200 ^im thickness were obtained by casting a solution of 200-280

mg of the membrane components (Chapter 10), dissolved in THF (ca. 2.5 ml), into a

glass ring (26 mm i.d.) fixed on a glass plate.

All ISEs were prepared with Philips IS 561 electrode bodies (Glasbläserei Möller.

CH-8050 Zürich). The internal filling solution was HT2 M KCl for ISEs with

membranes based on Fl as the only ionophore, and 10"1 M KCl buffered to pH 3.9 with

5 x 10"3 M HOAc/KOAc for the other two types. Prior to measurements, the ISEs were

conditioned in the respective internal filling solution overnight.

Selectivity coefficients. KJ1 were determined by the separate solution method

(SSM)8 in metal chloride solutions. For the two measuring (K\ H+) and each interfering

cation, a calibration curve was taken (Figure 6.2) and used for obtaining Ktp°l-

Effective complex formation constants. Ke", were calculated from the K^', values

of two ISEs based on ETH 2439, measured at pH 11.0, one with and the other without

ligand Fl (L) according to equation 6.5.
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7. SELF-ASSEMBLED MONOLAYERS

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of lipophilic redox-active compounds are an

essential component of the novel solid-contacted ISE that will be introduced in Chapter

8. In the present Chapter, their formation, properties, and analysis methods are briefly

reviewed.

SAMs are highly ordered molecular assemblies that are formed spontaneously by

chemisorption (either from solution or vapor phase) and self-organization of

functionalized long chain molecules (primarily substituted n-alkanethiols) on the

surfaces of appropriate substrates (mainly gold with a 111 crystalline structure) leading

to robust and relatively stable systems (Figure 7.1).1'2

Au

Thiol solution

Chemisorption

Figure 7.1: Self-assembled monolayer preparation.

Three parts of a self-assembling surfactant molecule can be distinguished (Figure

7.2), to understand its energetic properties. The first part is the head group (usually a

thiol or thiolate) that provides the most exothermic process, i.e., chemisorption on the
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substrate surface. The very strong molecular-substrate interactions result in an apparent

pinning of the head group to a specific site on the surface through a chemical bond (e.g.,

the covalent, but slightly polar Au-S bond). The energies of this type of bonds are on

the order of tens of kcal/mol (e.g., ca. 40-45 kcal/mol for thiolate on Au). As a result of

the above mentioned interactions, molecules try to occupy every available binding site

on the surface by pushing together molecules that have already adsorbed. This process

brings molecules so close together that the short-range, dispersive, London-type, van

der Waals forces become important.

The second molecular part is the alkyl chain that plays an important role in the

formation of an ordered and closely packed assembly (after the chemisorption process).

The energies associated with the interchain van der Waals interactions (main forces in

this case) are at the order of few (< 10) kcal/mol (exothermic). If a polar bulky group is

substituted into the alkyl chain, there are long-range electrostatic interactions in addition

that, in some cases, are energetically more important than the van der Waals attractions.

The degree of interaction in a SAM increases with the density of molecules on the

surface and the length of the alkyl backbones. Thus, only alkanethiolates with n > 11 (n:

number of C atoms) form closely-packed, highly-ordered, and effectively two-

dimensional organic quasicrystals on gold surfaces.

The third molecular component is the terminal functionality. The order in the top

part of SAMs (usually thermally disordered at room temperature) strongly depends on

the intermolecular interactions between the surface groups. Consequently, the

organization of the formed monolayer can be altered by the presence of chemically

active or bulky organic "tails"', because of the competition between different regions of

the monolayer to determine the macroscopic organization of the system.

While several metals allow the formation of SAMs when they react with

amphiphilic molecules (Table 7.1), the alkanethiols, dialkyl sulfides and dialkyl

disulfides on gold systems are the most widely studied for the following reasons:

- The general inertness of gold toward many chemical species allows the adsorption

of organosulfur compounds to occur exclusively through the sulfur atom (S) without

concurrent adsorption of any non-sulfur-based moieties;
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The singular behavior of gold against oxidation in air makes it a convenient and

reproducible substrate for laboratory experiments;

The specificity of the interaction between gold and sulfur (a "soft-soft" chemical

acid-base ligation between a soft ligand, sulfur, and a soft late transition element,

gold);

The ease of preparation;

The relatively low density of defects and the stability of the resulting SAMs under

ambient laboratory conditions;

The amenability to control the interfacial (for example, physical, chemical,

electrochemical, and biochemical) properties;

The weaker inter-chain packing determines the overall structure.1'2

Surface group

Interchain van der Waals and

electrostatic interactions

Surface-active

headgroup

\J

Alkyl, or derivatized

alkyl group

Chemisorption at

the surface

Figure 7.2: A schematic view of the forces in a self-assembled monolayer.
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Table 7.1: Substrates and ligands that form self-assembled monolayers (SAMs).

Substrate Ligand or precursor Binding Reference

Au RSII, ArSH (thiols) RS-Au 3

Au RSSR' (disulfides) RS-Au 4

Au RSR" (sulfides) RS-Au 5

Au RS02H RS02Au 6

Au R3P R3P-Au 7

Ag RSH, ArSH RS-Ag 8

Cu RSH, ArSH RS-Cu 9

Pd RSH, ArSH RS-Pd 10

Pt RNC RNC-Pt 11

GaAs RSH RS-GaAj 12

InP RSH RS-InP 13

Si02, glass RSiCl3, RSi(OR')i siloxane 14

Si/Si-H (RCOO)2 (neat) R-Si 15

Si/Si-H RCH-CH2 RCH2ClI2Si 16

Si/Si-Cl RLi, R-MgX R-Si 17

metal oxides RCOOH RCOO-.. .MOn 18

metal oxides RCONHOH RCONHOH...MOn 19

Zr02 RPO^FL RPOr... Zr(IV) 20

In203/SnQ2(ITO) RP03H2 RP032"..,,Mn4 21
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While thiol-based SAM on gold can be formed by simple procedures (a solution-

phase adsorption), the two primary practical factors limiting researchers entering this

area are access to adequate gold surfaces and the availability of substituted thiols.

7.1. Applications of SAMs

The use of self-assembled monolayers for patterning and chemical sensing

applications requires monolayers possessing functionalities more complex than that

available with simple aliphatic thiols. SAMs have been used as active elements to

fabricate sensors and biosensors;1'2 they may also be useful in fabricating capacitors

and molecular electronic devices.1'2 Equally important, SAMs are capable of protecting

the underlying surfaces from certain chemical etchants, a characteristic that may have a

number of potential technological applications. SAMs of alkanethiol on Cu and GaAs

were shown to possess the capability of inhibiting oxidation by retarding oxygen

transport to the surface, b2

7.2. Adsorption and desorption reactions

Monolayers are highly dynamic systems, with desorption and structural

rearrangement playing a central role in determining the evolution of the macroscopic

properties of the interfaces. The thiol head group together with the first layer of Au

atoms is involved in the monolayer dynamics mediating the adsorption and desorption

steps.

The formation of the monolayer (Figure 7.3) is considered a three step process:

The cleavage of the S-FI bond;

- The formation of the Au-S bond to constitute a \<3 x V3 R 30° overlayer structure

of sulfur atoms on the Au(l 11) surface: To maximize the van der Waals interactions

between adjacent methylene groups, the chains tilt at an angle of ca. 30° from the
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surface normal. Flowever, when SAMs are prepared from solutions of alkanethiols

under an ambient atmosphere in a laboratory, the attached groups may be a mixture

of X-RS", X-RS02\ and X-RSO3" as a consequence of the rapid oxidation of

alkanethiolate solutions caused by air;

The formation of H2 from 2H; this process is energetically favored over the

absorption of II into thin gold films. If 02 is available to react during monolayer

formation, H2 can be stored as H202. Thus the presence of O? at the surface has

some effect on the availability of H to the desorption process (see below).

X

(ÇH2)n
SH

Au

X
I

X X

(ÇH2)n (ÇH2)n (ÇH,)n
S S S

Au

+ H2

Figure 7.3: Reaction leading to the formation of SAMs.

The values of the bond energies are -87 kcal/mol for RS-II, -40 kcal/mol for RS-

Au, and (1/2) -52 kcal/mol for H-H, leading to -5 kcal/mol as the overall heat of

reaction. The heat of the reverse reaction is +5 kcal/mol provided that all reactants are

available. The formation of disulfide can be a concurrent process of the desorptive

reaction to yield the starting materials (thiol derivative). The latter involves the cleavage

of two RS-Au bonds (40 kcal/mol each) and the formation of a RS-SR bond (-74

kcal/mol) resulting in a net reaction enthalpy of + 6 kcal/mol. In contrast to thiol

formation, the reaction to form the disulfide does not require hydrogen in order to

proceed.

Since the enthalpic contributions of both desorption reactions are comparable, the

difference in the free energy for the two processes will be determined by the entropie

term. Desorption back to the thiol is favored over disulfide desorption by 6 to 12

kcal/mol m the vicinity of 300 K (-T AS). Desorption to produce the thiol requires, of

course, the availability of H2 and/or H in some form, and if these species are not
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available, then desorption yielding disulfides in solution would dominate the reaction

pathway.] >22

7.3. Defects in SAMs

The density of defects in SAMs determines the usefulness of the materials in micro-

and nanofabrication. Although SAMs tend to grow free of defects, some degree of

disorder is inevitable because a true thermodynamic eciuilibrium is never achieved

during the preparation of a SAM (due to the small free enthalpy differences involved

and imperfections in the Au surface). Their formation and distribution is influenced by

various factors including the molecular structure of the surface, the length of the alkyl

chain, and the conditions used to prepare the SAM. '

7.4. Stability of SAMs

The practical utility of SAMs is highly dependent on their stability. Although it has

been believed that alkanethiol-SAMs are extraordinarily inert under ambient conditions,

organothiol monolayers on Au exposed to air for prolonged periods have been shown to

oxidize to sulfinates and sulfonates. The oxidized compounds exhibit a weaker surface

affinity than the starting SAMs leading to desorption upon aqueous rinsing and to rapid

exchange with thiols when placed in fresh thiol solutions.23'24 Many factors affect

alkanethiol oxidation, including chain length, initial film quality, nature of the metal

substrate, and atmospheric O^ level.25 However the extent of oxidation is small enough

after one week of dark exposure to air, so SAMs generally retain their integrity.24

Additionally, monolayers of aromatic thiolates are significantly less prone to oxidation

than those of alkyl thiolates, and are, therefore, suitable for applications that require

handling and prolonged exposure to air.26
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7.5. Mixed SAMs

The preparation of mixed SAMs is a prerequisite for many of their uses in the

design and synthesis of techniques.2 They can be prepared by mixing two differently

terminated thiols (e.g., thiols having more than one head group and/or different chain

lengths) in the preparation solution. The relative proportion of the two functionalities m

the assembled SAM will depend on several parameters:

The concentration ratio in solution;

- The alkane chain lenghts;

- The solubilities of the thiols in the solvent used;

The properties ofthe chain-terminating groups;

The relative concentration of the thiols in the SAM is, in general, not the same as in

the preparation solution. Therefore, any kind of experiment is necessary to determine

the surface composition (e.g.. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy).

7.6. Preparation of gold surfaces

From an experimental point of view, gold is among the most convenient materials

to use as a substrate. Unlike other metals, it does not readily oxidize or contaminate

upon exposure to the atmosphere, thus the gold films can be handled with few

precautions. Since thiols and disulfides displace all weakly adsorbed materials during

the assembly of the SAM, high quality SAMs can be routinely obtained even by using

gold films that have been exposed to a variety of airborne contaminants.

The most commonly employed method for generating gold surfaces has been the

evaporation of gold onto a relatively flat substrate to produce a thin film (100 to 200

nm). These preparations are conducted within a vacuum chamber that is capable of

achieving pressures less than 10"3 Pa (Figure 7.13). The passage of an electrical current

through a metal target is used to heat it to a temperature sufficiently high for the source

material to evaporate and subsequently deposit onto the substrates (typical deposition
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rates are 0.1-1 nm s"1). This procedure is accomplished either by applying a voltage

across a tungsten filament that supports the source material or by applying an electron

beam directly onto the material: Gold is one of the easier materials to evaporate in these

deposition systems. The procedure has the advantage of inexpensively generating gold

surfaces of relatively large areas (>100 cm2) and of extremely high purity. Routinely

used substrates include silicon wafers, microscope glass slides, and mica because of

their flat surfaces.

An interlayer of chromium or titanium of 1 to 10 nm thickness is often used to

enhance adhesion. Although titanium diffuses through gold more slowly than

chromium, the latter is more commonly used in resistively heated systems because of

the commercial availability of chromium-coated tungsten filaments. The diffusion of the

adhesive layer onto the surface can influence the formation of SAMs. A requirement for

adhesion of these materials is that vacuum has to be maintained between the

evaporations of the adhesive layer and the gold so that an evaporation chamber

containing two individually addressable evaporation sources is required.

Electric connectors

.Cr Source

Au Source

^——-Chamber

Substrate holder

'Quartz oscillator

Figure 7.4: Schematic illustration of a typical evaporation system used for the

preparation of gold substrates.
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An alternative procedure has been developed for evaporation chambers that can

evaporate only one material: Substrate surfaces are functionalized, prior to placement in

the evaporation chamber, with a commercially available trialkoxysilane bearing a

pendant thiol group (HS(CH2)3Si(OCH3)3) and thus forming a molecular layer that

provides strong adhesion to an evaporated gold film.27

Gold prepared by evaporation at room temperature is polycrystalline and has a

predominantly (111) texture. The same texture can be obtained with gold beads that are

formed from a gold wire of high purity annealed under an 02 flame.

Another source of gold surfaces are commercially available gold foils that,

however, produce SAMs with inferior and often irreproducible properties due to the

incorporation of contaminants into their surface during their polishing and/or

preparation. 1,9,28-33

7.7. Analytical tools

SAMs of alkanethiolates on gold have been thoroughly characterized using a large

number of surface analytical tools (Table 7.2), which have been developed in the last

decade. Infrared spectroscopy, ellipsometry, wetting by different liquids, X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy, electrochemistry, and scanning probe microscopic

measurements are among the most frequently used techniques.

7.6.1. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared-absorption-reflection (FT-TR) spectroscopy, named

either GIR (Infrared Spectroscopy at Grazing Incidence Reflection) or IRAS (Infrared

Reflection-Absorption Spectroscopy) is a nondestructive, structurally specific

technique. For these reasons it is ideally suited for investigating submicrometer films

about molecular orientation (according to the intensity of a given vibration), packing

and coverage. The sample coated metal slide is placed in a position such that the IR
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beam strikes it at grazing incidence. The light is then collected and refocused at the

position it would have impinged on a sample in the absence of such an accessory. In this

way, the sampling stage can be easily inserted and removed without any adjustment of

the FT-TR transfer optics.

Table 7.2: Techniques used for the characterization of SAMs.

Property of SAMs Technique References

Structure and order Scanning probe microscopy

(STM and AFM)

Infrared spectroscopy

Low energy helium diffraction

X-ray diffraction

Transmission electron diffraction

Surface Raman scattering

Sum frequency spectroscopy (SFS)

Composition X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

Temperature programmed desorption (TPD)

Mass spectrometry (MS)

Wettability Contact angle measurements

Thickness Ellipsometry

Coverage and/or de- Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)

gree of perfection

Surface acoustic wave device (SAWD)

Electrochemical methods

Defects STM and AFM

Wet etching

3,34

35,36

37

38

39

40

41,42

43

44

45,46

47

30

48

49

50,51

3

52
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Figure 7.5: The reflection geometry showing the s and p components of the electric

fields of incident (E1) and reflected (E1) radiation.

Figure 7.5 depicts the reflection of infrared radiation from a clean and higly reflec¬

ting metal surface. Where E1 is the incident electric field, Er the field due to the reflected

wave, E and E^are the parallel and normal components of the surface electric field, E',

Epr and Es', E/the parallel (p) and the normal (s) components of the surface electric field

due to the incident (i) and to the reflected (r) light, respectively, cp the incident angle of

the IR-beam relative to the surface normal and z the normal of the surface. The incident

and reflected beam and the surface normal lie in the incident plane.

The electric field at the surface is the vector sum of the electric field components

due to the incident, reflected, and refracted waves. The optical properties of the metal

lead to most of the incident intensity being reflected, and the refracted wave

contribution to the surface is negligible. The electric field at the surface can be divided

in the components EJ\ E and Es.
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e„ = e: sintp + ^si^cp + ô,) (7.1)

Ei;= Ep sincp sincp + rp sin(cp+ ôp) | (7.2)

E = Ep coscp sincp - rp sin(cp + Ôp ) (7.3)

with:

r, and rp reflection coefficient normal and parallel to the surface

ôs and ôp phase change for the normal and the parallel components of the

reflection

The most highly reflecting metal surface will yield the highest absorbance.54 The

reflection-absorption spectrum of monolayers adsorbed on a metal surface is measured

most efficiently at high angles of incidence (82°), so that only the component of incident

light that is parallel to the plane of incidence leads to measurable absorption and only

molecular vibrations with a finite component of their dynamic dipole perpendicular to

the surface are observable.

Some problems can occur in the interpretation of the spectra because of either a

non-linear background or the presence of additional bands. A primary cause of

background nonlinearity is the thermal instability of the Michelson interferometer,

which can undergo dimensional changes with fluctuations in the ambient temperature.

This problem is usually resolved by the evacuation of the FT-IR instrument or by the

elimination of any temperature fluctuations in a purge gas, thus achieving instrumental

stability over long working periods (8-24 h). A second cause of the baseline drift are the

long-term fluctuations in the IR source, which can be eliminated by using a highly

regulated power supply for the IR source.

If the film is hygroscopic, regions of the IR spectrum (usually between 1600 and

2000 cm"1) can be dominated by sharp bands due to the trapped water molecules, unless

water is removed, usually by placing the film under vacuum.
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When all of these factors have been taken into account, it should be possible to

obtain IR spectra of 50-Â films by both GIR and transmission techniques with a room-

temperature FIg-Cd-Te detector.2'53

7.6.2. Ellipsometry

Ellipsometry is used to measure thickness, uniformity, and refractive index of

freshly prepared, thin homogenous films. When a plane-polarized light interacts with a

surface at one angle, it is resolved into its parallel and perpendicular components (s- and

p-polarized, respectively). These components are reflected from the surface in different

ways; i.e., the amplitude and phase of both components are changed. By combining the

s- and p-polarized reflected light beams, elliptically polarized light is obtained.

Ellipsometry uses this phenomenon to estimate the thickness of a transition region

between the surface and air by measuring the ratio between rp and rs, the reflection

coefficients of the p- and s-polarized light, respectively. In a typical ellipsometer

(Figure 7.6), monochromatic light (He-Ne-laser) is plane polarized (p = angle of

polarization) and impinges on the surface. A compensator converts the elliptically

polarized reflected beam to a plane polarized one (a = angle of polarization).

Figure 7.6: Schema of an ellispometer, where ^»^ denotes unpolarized light,

^ ^ plane-polarized light, <^:> elliptically polarized light.
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The analyzer then determines the angle a, by which the compensator polarized the

beam.

These two angles (p and a) give the phase shift between the parallel and perpendicular

components (A), and the change in the ratio of the amplitudes of the two components

(tan W), as:

e'Atan¥ = i
e:

E,

(7.4)

Where A = 2p + nil and W = a. For a clean surface, A and lP are directly related to the

complex index of refraction of the surface, fF:

r? = ns(l-iks) (7.5)

where:

ns

ks

ordinary refraction index

extinction coefficient

Once a film having a different index of refraction nf from the metal is coated on the

surface, A and M* are related to the complex indices of both the film and substrate, and

to the film thickness. Typically, the compensator is set at an azimuth angle of 70° and

the experimental data are expressed as:

v}L-\ L-\ n, L-\ (7.6)

ÔW = Wn -w (7.7)
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where A0 and Wo are the ellipsometric angles characteristic of the clean substrate

surface, and A and W are those measured for the substrate with the film. In practice, the

refractive index of the organic film has to be estimated (although, in principle for

thickness > 5 nm, ellipsometry can determine both the thickness and the refractive

index). Based on the assumption that the organic monolayer is crystalline and similar to

polyethylene, usually the value of 1.5 is taken as its refractive index (polyethylene:

1.49-1.55).2

7.6.3. Contact angles

Usually, a liquid placed on a solid will not wet it but remains as a drop having a

definite angle, 0, the contact angle with the surface (Figure 7.7). The shape of a liquid

drop on a plane homogenous surface is the result of the free energy of this drop and is

affected by the free energy of this surface. Therefore contact angles with different

liquids are measured to evaluate wetting properties, surface-free energy, and uniformity,

and to obtain information about surface order.

Figure 7.7: A water contact angle > 90° (a), a water contact angle < 90° (b).
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For a system in equilibrium (Figure 7.8), the relationship between the free energy of the

surface and a unique contact angle 8, under ideal conditions, is given by Young's

equation,

YlvC0SÖssYsv-Ysi, (7-8)

with:

Ysl surface-free energy at the solid-liquid interface

Ysv surface-free energy at solid-vapor interface

Y LV cos 0 surface-free energy at the liquid-vapor interface

vapor

liquid -X

YSL YSV

solid

Figure 7.8: A liquid drop on a solid surface.

Real surfaces rarely exhibit a true, unique, thermodynamic equilibrium contact

angle: A different angle is measured when the drop has advanced (0a) or receded (Qr) on

the surface prior to measurement. The difference between these two angles is defined as

hysteresis, generally 0r < 6a, owing to the heterogenity of the structure.

In practice, the volumes of the initial drop, and those added to advance and

withdrawn to recede should be constant. It is thus recommended the use of an accurate

(precision of ul) syringe for this measurement, to form the drop on the end of a flat

hypodermic needle, lower the needle slowly toward the surface, and when the drop

touches the surface, keep the needle in the drop (captive drop) and read the contact
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angle immediately. If the drop is allowed to fall from the needle to the surface, smaller

contact angles usually are obtained because of mechanical vibrations.

If the contact angle between a liquid and a solid is zero or so close to zero that the

liquid spreads over the solid easily it is wetting the surface. On the other hand the liquid

is nonwetting the surface if the angle is greater than 90° so that it tends to ball up and

run off the surface easily.2

7.6.4. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is increasingly used to investigate very

small areas of surfaces with extremely high resolution. To prepare a sample for STM

studies, there are three main requirements:

the sample must have some electrical conductivity,

- the sample must be flat, preferably atomically flat,

- molecules and atoms on the surface must have a limited mobility.

In a typical STM experiment, an atomically sharp metallic tip (e.g. tungsten) is

brought very close (< 1 nm) to the surface. If a small potential difference (ca. 1 V) is

applied between the surface and the tip, a tunneling current will flow. This tunneling is

due to the fact that wave functions extend into vacuum. Thus, as a result of the overlap

between the wave function of atoms on the tip and atoms on the surface, a current can

flow between the tip and the surface. The tip is scanned over the surface while the

current is monitored.

d

In^llmO
k = - (7.10)

with:

V tunneling potential
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d distance between the tip and the surface

K decay constant of the wave function of electrons in the barrier

m mass of the electrons

<P work function

There are two ways to carry out an STM experiment:

- Using constant current; the tip height above the sample is adjusted to maintain a

constant current (the image is obtained as a map of the tip height vs. the lateral

coordinates)

- Using constant height; the height is kept constant and the current i is recorded as a

function of the lateral coordinates. The tunneling current is measured after each

step, and the motion stopped when tunneling is detected permitting the tip to be

brought to within a few nanometers of the surface without mechanical contact.

Typical lateral and vertical resolutions can be as high as 0.05 and 0.002 Ä for STM.2

7.6.5. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

AFM, in contrast to STM, can image both conductors and nonconductors with close

to atomic resolution. In this technique, the sample is scanned using a stationary tip

mounted on a spring. The atoms at the tip interact with those on the surface, and the

resulting attractive or repulsive forces deflect the spring. Usually the forces are between

10"10 and 10"" Newtons, the tip may damage the surface if higher forces are applied.

In AFM, the interactions include van der Waals, electrostatic, and capillary forces

between the tip and the surface. For each surface studied, a force-distance curve is taken

to quantify the actual tip-surface interaction in both non-contact and contact regions.

Because of its simplicity, AFM is most widely used as a "quick and easy" way to

map the surface topography of SAMs. This is based on the concept that AFM tips

closely follow the contour of a surface during contact-mode imaging.

AFM, like STM, can operate in air, or with the tip immersed in a liquid such as

water. Operation in a liquid allows the applied force to be more precisely known and
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controlled, and provides an interesting environment for the study of biological or

chemically reactive surfaces.2

7.6.6. Electrochemistry of redox-active monolayers

Redox-active monolayers can be additionally characterized by electrochemical

measurements. In a perfect electroactive monolayer all redox centers (covalentiy or

electrostatically bound to the thiol-, disulfide-, or sulfide-based SAM) arc located on its

external surface and close packing prevents motion of the redox centers toward the

electrode and motion of the redox centers toward a pinhole or defect.

The term "reversible" implies a cyclic voltamogram, CV, with sufficiently slow

scan rate that the shape of the CV is dictated by thermodynamic factors rather than by

the rate of electron transfer. This type of CV provides information about the

environment around the redox centers (structure and dynamics of the monolayer).

Figure 7.18 depicts a theoretical reversible CV with the relevant parameters of peak

current, peak area, and peak positions. In absence of any perturbation the peak current is

described by equation 7.11:

•

._

n'F2>Ar
_

n„FvAQ
p 4RT 4RT

'

where:

v scan rate of the CV

V volume of the electrode

A surface of the electrode

nc number of electrons involved in the process54

The peak current ip is proportional to the scan rate v: This is a characteristic of

surface-confined Faradaic reactions. The coverage Q (usually in units of u,C cm"2) is

extracted by integrating the faradaic current peak after subtracting an extrapolated
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baseline for the charging current. Q can be converted to the molar coverage F

[mol cm"2]:

r =

nF
(7.12)

1

Peak Position

Peak Current

Peak Area

Baseline

E/ mV

Figure 7.9: A theoretical reversible CV of a redox-active SAM.

Generally, the anodic and cathodic values of Q agree within experimental uncertainty,

and only the average value is reported.

The anodic, Ep, and cathodic peak potentials, Ep, provide both the peak splitting

AE„ and the formal potential E°:

AEp = E'1 - Fc (7.13)
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Ea + Ec
tf=E±l±A± (7.14)

Usually chemically modified electrodes show a formal potential of the surface-

bound redox center that is close to the formal potential of a solution analog. This

observation suggests a similarity in solvation environments for both the bound and the

freely diffusing molecules near the electrode surface. Ideally, AEp is 0; the anodic and

cathodic peaks are mirror images across the potential axis. The peak is symmetrical

with a peak half-width of 3.53RT/ncF, or 90.6/nc mV at 25° C. AEp usually has a small

but nonzero value and it is independent of the scan rate. The nonzero peak splitting can

arise from two basic reasons:

The solvation of the redox centers or the structure of the monolayer may change

with the oxidation state of the redox center (e.g., the formation of strong ion pairs in

the more highly charged oxidation state, or a major change in the

hydrophobicify/hydrophilicity of the redox center as a function of its oxidation

state).

- The path between the two oxidation states in a free energy vs. reaction coordinate

plot may have an N shape arising from a phase change in the monolayer, (e.g.,

precipitation of the redox center with a counterion).

The peak half-width is most often larger than 100 mV, but it can in some

circumstances be significantly smaller than 90 mV. Theoretical CV waves can be either

broader or narrower than the expected 91/nc mV, depending on whether the interactions

between redox centers are repulsive or attractive. It is difficult to sort the causes of

nonideal "reversible" CVs.

One successful approach to obtain CVs exhibiting nearly ideal behavior has been to

create a mixed SAM in which the molecule with the pendant redox center is diluted

with similar non-electroactive molecules. The self-assembly method is convenient

because the concentration of the electroactive component can be controlled by the
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choice of deposition solvent and the mole ratio of the electroactive component to the

diluent component.54'55
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8. SOLID-CONTACTED ION-SELECTIVE ELECTRODES USING

SELF-ASSEMBLED MONOLAYERS OF LIPOPHILIC REDOX-

ACTIVE COMPOUNDS

In conventional ISEs. the ion-selective membrane is in electrical contact with the

inner electrode through an internal electrolyte solution. The coupling of ionic

conductivity in the membrane and inner (chloride) solution with electronic conductivity

in the inner (Ag/AgCl or Hg/FIgCL^ electrode and external instrumentation is provided

by the reversible redox reaction at the inner electrode, resulting in an ISE exhibiting a

stable and reproducible potential. Analogous designs are applied in miniaturized

systems using a traditional inner reference electrode1"-3 or an ion-sensitive field effect

transistor (ISFET) as inner reference element,4 with the only difference that a hydrogel

is used to stabilize the (small volume) aqueous phase. Flowever, the need for an aqueous

layer impedes true miniaturization so that a single electrode of such an array has

dimensions in the order of a millimeter. This is still huge when compared to

microelectrodes that perfectly function with tip diameters on the order of micrometers

(< 1pm).5

For some applications, however, it is advantageous to replace the internal solution

by a solid, giving a so-called all-solid-state ISE. manufactured in various shapes and

sizes, that needs no refilling, withstands high pressures, and could allow the

development of multi-ion (array) sensors.6 Attempts to prepare a good solid-contact

between ISE membrane and inner electrode have already been described (see below).

Theoretically any half-cell can be used as inner electrode, but in practice an

electrode with solid-contact would have to show high potential stability. Thus, the

following conditions must be satisfied:

The reaction between the two oxidation states must be fast and reversible;

- The electrode must be inert to oxygen as well to hydrogen ions.
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There are several possibilities for establishing a direct contact between an ISE

membrane and the inner electrode:7»8

1) The first examples of solid-contacted electrodes are coated-wire electrodes

(CWEs): The ISE membrane is coated directly onto a metallic conductor, usually a

platinum wire, but silver and copper have also been used. A disadvantage of CWEs is

the instability of their standard potential, which varies for one electrode during its

lifetime as well as between electrodes of the same type. This can be related to the poorly

defined charge-transfer processes at the interface between the ionically conducting

membrane and the electrically conducting substrate.9'10

2) The ISE membrane is in direct contact with a half-cell whose contact surface

allows the charge exchange to take place. Different examples of this type of contact are

described in the literature.11"16 For example, ISE membranes in direct contact with

graphite exhibit response functions of near theoretical slope. The redox reaction that

couples the ionic transport with an electrical one is still unknown but impurities

probably play an important role. This system has the advantage that the redox process is

separated from the ISE membrane.

3) The ISE membrane contains both redox partners of the half-cell reaction

dissolved in the organic phase and in electrochemical contact with the inner electrode.

Experiments carried out on ISE membranes doped with ferrocene and a lipophilic

ferrocenium salt combined with a graphite electrode were unsuccessful, even though

ferrocene has been used as a mediator in amperometric sensors for years.17-19 Another

example of solid-contacted electrodes are CWEs where the electroactive species are

incorporated in a thin polymeric film coated directly onto a metallic conductor, e.g., Pt

wire.20-21

4) The membrane is in contact with an inner electrode via an intermediate layer

exhibiting, at the same time, mixed ionic and electronic conductivities which are
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coupled:6 For example poly(vinyl ferrocene) is contacted with the membrane.22

Potentiometrie sensors with internal poly(pyrrole) contact and plasticized PVC

membranes also belong to this group. Their characteristics are long response times, poor

lower detection limits (about 10"4 M). and sometimes sub-Nernstian slopes of the ISE

function.23'24 A more successful example are electrodes contacted with the membrane

via a poly(vinyl ferrocene).22'25

5) The ISE membrane contains an electrically conducting polymer, dissolved in the

organic phase, which is in contact with the inner electrode. For example, polyaniline, an

electrically conducting or semiconducting polymer, is dissolved in a conventional ISE

membrane. The resulting solid-contacted electrodes show Nernstian responses and no

redox interference as long as the concentration of the (semi) conducting polymer does

not exceed a certain level.26"29

6) The ISE membrane contains one of the two redox forms in electrochemical

contact with the inner electrode forming the second redox species. This type of solid

contact was tested in the following way: A lipophilic Ag' complex was incorporated in

ISE membrane films which, together with the free ligand, act as a reversible redox pair

at the polymer film/conductor (Ag°-epoxy or Ag-wire) interface. The EMF stability of

these electrodes is enhanced but their response range is reduced in comparison with that

of the same sensor without the Ag*-ligand complex.30-31

The formation of a thin aqueous layer between the polymeric membrane and the

metal electrode during conditioning is also a cause for unstable and drifting potentials.32

Therefore, polymers such as the polyurethane Tecoflex* that have better adhesive

properties than PVC were proposed for solid-contacted ISEs.33'32'34

Zero-current ion fluxes through the sensing membranes33'35'36 significantly

influence the composition of the inner solution if the volume of the latter is small

relative to the other constituents of the ISE half-cell.37 The presence of a thin aqueous

layer between the membrane and the inner electrode introduces long-term potential
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instabilities due to sample-dependent changes in the composition of this layer.

8.1. Design of a new solid-contacted ion-selective electrode

A successful solid-contacted ISE should fulfill the following conditions:

The inner electrode must have certain characteristics: high purity (to control the

reaction that permits the translation of ionic to electronic conductivity), resistance to

oxidation, no adsorption of hydrogen, and high stability. For these reasons, noble

metals (platinum, palladium, and gold) are used in solid-contacted electrodes.

The presence of a water layer between the ion-selective membrane and the inner

electrode must be avoided.

The ionic conductivity has to be coupled to an electronic one.

In this Chapter, we propose a new design of solid-contacted electrodes (SC-lSEs) to

overcome the afore-mentioned difficulties.

8.1.1. Inner electrode of ISEs

Gold was chosen as the inner electrode for SC-lSEs because it does not adsorb

hydrogen as much as other noble metals, it does not form a stable oxide surface, and it

is resistant to atmospheric contamination.38 Additionally it has a strong specific

interaction with sulfur allowing the formation of self-assembled monolayers (Chapter

7).39

8.1.2. Prevention of the formation of a water layer between the ISE

membrane and the inner electrode

To avoid the presence of water between the ISE membrane and the inner electrode,

two different approaches are used simultaneously: a self-assembled lipophilic layer and

an ISE membrane with excellent adhesive properties.
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a) Lipophilization ofthe metal surface ofthe inner electrode

In order to obtain a good contact between the organic conducting membrane and

the gold surface of the inner electrode, the latter is made lipophilic using the SAM

technique: Thiol and disulfides are covalentiy self-assembled on a gold surface,40"47

yielding a lipophilic layer as intermediate.

b) Changing the membrane composition

Instead of the conventional plasticizer/PVC (2:1) membrane, a

plasticizer/Tecoflex® (1:2) membrane was chosen for its better adhesive properties to

obtain electrodes with extended lifetimes. By changing the amount of plasticizer used in

the preparation of ISE membranes, their properties are altered because:

Their adhesive properties increase as the proportion of plasticizer decreases.34

The decrease of the plasticizer amount often causes a negative change in the

selectivity coefficients (especially K^A and a reduction of anion interferences.32'34

The membrane resistance increases with the reduction in plasticizer content.

However this increase is smaller with Tecoflex® than with PVC and it can be

reduced by adding the lipophilic salt ETF1 500.

-0~(CH2M>

o

H
CH2-

o

0--(CH2)*~

m

Figure 8.1: Structure of Tecoflex®and ETFI 500, respectively.
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8.1.3. Coupling of ionic and electronic conductivities

Thiol or disulfide derivatives of redox-active compounds can be used for coupling

ionic and electronic conductivities (Figure 8.2).

Figure 8.2: The fullerene-, F2, and the tetrathiafulvalene-derivative. TTFl,

respectively, acting as signal couplers in a solid-contacted ISE.

SAMs of the fullerene-, eth\l (8-sulfanyloctyl) l,2-methano[60]fullerene-61,61-

dicarboxylate F2, and tetrathiafulvalene-derivative, 2,3-bis({[5-(l,2-dithiolan-3-

yl)pentanoylJoxy}methyl)-6,7-(ethyienedithio)tetrafthiafulvalene TTFl, lead to a more

lipophilic surface of the inner electrode because of their aliphatic chain and their

functional groups, and at the same time, to signal coupling based on their electroactive

cores. The distance between the sulfur atom and the electroactive species is a

compromise between the needed lipophilicity and the optimal proximity of the redox-

active group to the gold surface. The redox-active species bound to the surface of the

inner electrode are separated from the sample solution trough the redox-inactive ISE

membrane, thus interferences caused by the presence of hydrophilic redox-active

species (e.g., Fe2+/Fe3h) are avoided. These systems should allow the construction of

robust and tritely miniaturized SC-ISEs exhibiting good lower detection limits.
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8.2. Infrared Spectroscopy

Infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy (IRAS) has been extensively used to

determine the presence, conformation and orientation of monolayers on gold.40-48'49

First, direct comparison between the IR spectrum of F2 and TTFl and their respective

SAMs confirms their presence on the surface (Figure 8.3). Moreover, the quality of the

SAM can be determined by the CH bond stretching vibrations of the alkyl chain which

are very sensitive to packing density and to the presence of gauche effects.48 In

particular, the asymmetric CH2 stretching vibration at -2918 cm1 is a useful indicator.

Its position varies from 2916 to 2917 cm"1 for SAMs of exceptional quality or cooled

below room temperature, 2918 cm"1 is the normal value for a high quality SAM and

-2926 cm"1 is indicative of a heavily disordered SAM (resolution 2 cm"1).48
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Figure 8.3a: Infrared spectrum of F2 compound and SAM.
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Figure 8.3b: Infrared spectrum of SAM of TTFl.

The asymmetric CH2 stretching vibration is found at ca. - 2924 cm"1 in both IR-spectra

(Figure 8.3) suggesting a heavily disordered structure in both SAMs. The high peak at

2121 cm"1 (IR of the compound) represents impurities due to the deterioration of the

compound.

8.3. Ellipsometry

The thickness of the SAMs was determined by ellipsometry. Theoretical maximum

values of-17 À for F2 and -21 Â for TTFl (Figure 8.4) were obtained by geometry

optimizations using the MM+ force field program and subsequent refining of the

generated structures with the semi-empirical method AMI (HYPERCHEM 5.0

Hypercube Inc., 1996, 419 Phillip Street, Waterloo, Ontario N21 3X2, Canada).50
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Figure 8.4- Optimized structures of F2 and TTFl.

Very different results for the thickness can be obtained depending on the refractive

index values, nf, which are used in the calculation of the film thickness from

ellipsometric data. For colorless compounds the value for nf is 1.5. Since both

compounds possess a color (F2 red and TTFl orange), the thickness obtained by using

1.5 for nf can clearly differ from the theoretical ones (Table 8.1, second row). Reported

values of the Q0 refractive index usually vary from 1.8 to 2.2.51 For the

tetrathiafulvalene the same nfvalues were assumed, as no references were found for this

compound. The observed thickness of the TTFl based monolayer has a good

correspondence with the theoretical one, but in the case of the F2 modified surface it is

much bigger than expected. This discrepancy has already been observed52 and has been

explained by the fact that fullerenes tend to form aggregates (aggregation energy: 31

kcal/mol).
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Table 8.1: Thickness (in Â) of SAMs with F2 and TTFl and relative standard deviation

depending on the refractive index, nf.

_ _ ____

_

H4.9 ±3.2 43.3 ±4.5

1.8 84.5 ±2.8 32.4 ±3.1

2.2 65.0 ±3.4 25.3 ±2.9

8.4. Contact angle measurements

The parameter measured in such an experiment is the lipophilicity derived from the

angle, 9, formed by a drop of a liquid probe contacting a surface. This technique

possesses extreme surface sensitivity, responding to molecular structure within the

topmost few angstroms of a solid. However, there is an intrinsic limitation to contact

angle measurements: The observed contact angle is a macroscopic property of the

system and the experiment is very sensitive to artifacts and complications arising from

real surface features such as compositional heterogeneity and roughness.53

Table 8.2: Advancing contact angles of water for the different SAMs and relative

standard deviation.

F2 F2 and

h-C8H17SH

ITFl TTF2 and

«-C8H,7SH

h-C8H,7SH

71°±2 83° ±4 70° ±2 83° ±3 95° ± 2

The advancing contact angles of water obtained for the SAM modified surfaces

clearly show higher lipophilicity compared to an unmodified Au electrode (40° ± 7), but

a lower one than reported for highly hydrophobic densely arranged alkanethiolate

SAMs (> 100°).45<54<55 This fact apparently reflects the aromatic character of the
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terminal fullerene and tetrathiafulvalene groups. The measured value for F2 closely

corresponds to those previously reported for similar systems.56'57

Although dense alkanethiolate SAMs have contact angles varying from 1110 to

115°, the value obtained here for ;?-C8H17SH is smaller than 100° (95° ± 2, Table 8.2).

The discrepancy can be related to the different measurement protocols: If the drop falls

from the needle to the surface (like in the present case), smaller contact angles usually

are obtained than with a captive drop because of mechanical vibrations.40

Owing to the instrumental setup it was impossible to obtain meaningful values for

the receding contact angles.

The lipophilicity of the modified surfaces increases by forming mixed monolayer

(Table 8.2) by approximately 10°, presumably indicating that n-C8H17SH fills the gaps

present in SAMs of F2 and TTFl because of their bulky organic "tail".

-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 I 1 l I I L_

0 100 200 300

time/min

Figure 8.5: Advancing contact angle (6a) of water in dependence of the adsorption time.

The changes of 0a as a function of the adsorption time (Figure 8.5) show the

adsorption rate for both compounds and for their mixed monolayers. SAMs were
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obtained by self-assembling the respective compound (1 raM solution in CH2C12) on

Au-surface and mixed monolayer by immersing the redox-active modified surface in a 1

mM solution of n-C8FI17SFI in the same solvent. On one hand, the thiol-derivative

adsorbs faster than the disulfide-derivative, as the cleavage of the S-H bond is

energetically more favorable than breaking the S-S bond (Chapter 7).40 The strong

increase of 0a within a short time can be explained by the very fast chemisorption

process (Figure 7.1): If a gold surface is dipped in solution of F2 and TTFl, the

respective compound will very quickly assemble onto the clean surface influencing its

advancing contact angle with water. On the other hand, both SAMs (based on F2 and

TTFl) behave similarly upon mixed monolayer formation: only after ca. 15 min of

immersing them in 1 mM solution of «-C8H]7SH an increase in 0a can be observed. This

behavior can be related to the self-organization (very slow process) of the monolayer.

8.5. Cyclic voltammetric measurements

Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of a 1 mM solution of compounds F2 and TTFl

were taken at a scan rate of 100 mV/s in CH2C12 (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) under argon flux at

room temperature. The CV of F2 exhibits two electrochemically reversible one-electron

reduction waves with E]/2 - -620 mV and Ey2~ -990 mV (vs. Ag/Agf), Figure 8.6,

showing ca. 60 mV peak-to-peak separation. Irreversibility was observed at the third

reduction potential (E]/2= -1500 mV), probably due to the retro-Bingel reaction of the

compound.58

Similarly, the CV (Figure 8.7) of the TTFl exhibits two electrochemically

reversible one-electron oxidation waves with E|/-> = 4 548 mV and E1/2= ±830 mV (vs.

Ag/Ag4 ), showing ca. 60 mV peak-to-peak separation.
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-1000 -1200

Figure 8.6: Cyclic voltammogram of 1 mM F2 in CH2C12 (0.1 M BruNPFe).

1000 600 400

E/mV

Figure 8.7: Cyclic voltammogram of 1 mM TTFl in CH2C12 (0.1 M BmNPFe).
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The thiol-derivative SAMs on Au films and beads were characterized by cyclic

voltammetry. The CVs (for Au films and beads), recorded in a solution of 0.1 M

Bu4NPFg in CFI2C12, show a small potential difference between the anodic and cathodic

peaks: 22 mV for the fullerene-based first reduction (for F2) at E)/2= -680 mV and 35

mV for the tetrathiafulvalene-based first oxidation (for TTFl) at Eî/2 = ±575 mV (vs. an

aqueous Ag/AgCl reference electrode at a scan rate of 1000 mV s"1). The potential

difference between the anodic and cathodic peaks is much smaller than the theoretically

expected value of 57 mV (at 25 °C) for a freely diffusing redox-active species. This is

because the redox-active compounds are bound to the electrode surface, and do not

diffuse but are available for immediate charge transfer. The surface-confined

electrochemical behavior of SAMs with F2 and TTFl was confirmed with an additional

experiment: the peak current, ip, of CVs run with different scan rates, v, linearly

increases with increasing v (equation 7. IF, Figure 8.8):59 In contrast, ip would be

proportional to Vr for a freely diffusing species.

scan rate 1000 mVs-1

-400 -500 -600 -700 -800 1000 900 800 700 600 500 400

E/mV E/mV

200 400 600 800 1000

V / mV s-'

200 400 600 800 1000

v / mV s-'

Figure 8.8: Cyclic voltammograms of a SAM of F2 (left) or TTFl (right) on gold beads

recorded in 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 in CFFC12, with scan rates between 50 and 1000 mV s"1.
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The above described behavior was observed with all investigated SAMs of compotmd

F2 or TTFl (SAMs on Au-film and beads, and mixed monolayers of the two

compounds). In all electrochemical experiments, the first CV recorded is completely

different from the following ones. The behavior reflects pronounced structural and/or

surface effects of the redox species after equilibration with the solvent system (here 0.1

M Bu4NPF6 in CH2C12). Subsequent scans are reproducible.

The SAMs derived from compounds F2 and TTFl proved to be stable in this

potential range, exhibiting almost the same current responses after several scan cycles

as long as the second reduction step for the SAM of F2 is not reached (Figure 8.9).

0 -200 -400 -600 -800 -1000 -1200

E/mV

Figure 8.9: Sequence of cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of a SAM of F2 on a gold bead

recorded in 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 in CFFCF, with scan rate of 1000 mV s"1.

At a potential of -950 mV the retro-Bingcl reaction most probably occurs and thus
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destroys the fullerene derivatives. It has been recently shown that potential controlled

electrolysis of malonate derivatives of methanofullerene adducts in solution at the

second redox potential leads to complete chemical irreversibility yielding predominately

C6o-58 As a consequence of the observations the potential was always kept below the

second redox potential. However by partly reducing F2 (by running the CV from 0 to

-550 mV and stop at -550 mV) an instability of the potential was observed: A clear

decrease of the current in the CV run after this experiment showed that some chemical

reaction had taken place. Reduction to the anion radical of the surface-confined

fullerene-derivative probably leads to a fast decrease of the current due to the

disproportionation of the reduced compound on the surface and subsequent rezro-Bingel

reaction (Figure 8.10).

disproportion

Figure 8.10: 7?ezro-Bingel reaction at the electrode surface.

Electrochemistry also permits the determination of the surface coverage by means,

firstly, of integration of the area under the curve observed for the first reduction or

oxidation peak or for the irreversible reduction of Au-S for n-C8Hi7SH. Secondly, after

removing the SAM from the electrode surface, the geometric area of the electrode was

obtained according to equation 8.1 from the slope of a linear plot of the cathodic current

vs. v1,2 (v: scan rate) for the reversible reduction of [Ru(NFI3)6]3+ 2A

/; = (2.69 • 105)ne2AD()Vc; (8.1)

where:

A electrode surface
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D0 diffusion coefficient (7.5 TO"6 cm2/s)

nc number of electrons involved in the process

c0* concentration of the electroactive species59

The surface coverages were found to be 3.9 x 10"10 and 1.9 x 10"10 mol cm"2 (estimated

values for a monolayer: 1.9 x 10~10 and 3.6 x K)"10 mol cm"2)60.61 for F2 and TTFl,

respectively (Table 8.3).47-62"64

Table 8.3: Surface coverage'1 and relative standard deviation of the thiol and disulfide-

derivative in different type of SAMs.

F2 F2 and

n-C8H,7SH

TTFl TTF2 and

n-C8Hi7SH

electroactive group 3.9±0.1 0.8 ±0.1 1.9 ±0.1 1.1 ±0.2

rt-C8H17SH - 1.6±0.1 - 3.0 ±0.2

a
in 10"10mol cm"2

Mixed monolayers were prepared by dipping SAMs of either F2 or TTFl in a 1

mM solution of n-C8Hi7SH for 5 hours. They show a smaller surface coverage of the

electroactive compound than their original SAMs. This can indicate that during the

approximately 5 hours in the thiol solution some exchange of the electroactive

compound occurs. The substitution could be explained by the oxidation of thiolates to

sulfmates and sulfonates and their weaker surface affinity than the starting SAMs with

subsequent rapid exchange with thiols when placed in fresh thiol solution (Chapter

74)65,66 However, since the starting SAMs were exposed to air only a few minutes

before being dipped in the solution of octanethiol, the reason of the lower surface

coverage could simply be found in the adsorption-desorption equilibrium of the two

species in solution and on the surface. Mixed monolayers can also be prepared by

mixing the redox active thiol or disulfide derivative and ??-C8H17SH in the preparation
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solution. Since the solubility of compound F2 and TTFl is much less than the one of

alkanethiol, this method formed SAMs with only alkanethiol on the surface: the absence

of redox-active compound was established electrochemically.

8.6. Potentiometrie experiments

Both SAM-modified Au films and beads were used as internal electrodes for the

Potentiometrie measurements using a K+ selective polyurethane membrane (Chapter

10).34 Membranes with DOS/Tecoflex® (1:2, w/w) instead of DOS/PVC (2:1, w/w)

matrix were used because of their better adhesive properties.

SAM with TTF1 and«-C±LSH

v.- •

- —-*--
-

-J I I 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 I I I I I Il I I— I I . . I

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

log aK

Figure 8.11: K+-Calibration curves of a valinomycin-based SC-ISE membrane with no

SAM, and with a SAM of the fullerene derivative F2 and tetrathiafulvalene derivative

TTFl with and without the addition of octanethiol.
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Figure 8.11 shows calibration curves for the SC-ISEs with different interfaces after

conditioning them in a 10"3 M KCl solution for 12 h. The SC-ISEs with SAMs exhibit

linear responses down to 10"5 M Kf with iNernstian slopes. In the absence of the redox-

active SAM the linear response range was reduced by about one order of magnitude

(Figure 8.11) and no reproducible Nernstian response could be obtained with the redox-

inactive SAM (/?-C8H17SFI) corroborating the need for the redox active SAMs.

Since the membrane composition for these SC-ISEs is the same as for conventional

liquid-contacted (EC) ISEs, the selectivity coefficients are also the same within

experimental error (Table 8.4). The selectivity coefficient for FF suggests that the lower

detection limit in SC-ISE with SAMs may be partly dictated by H+ interference (pFI ca.

5).

Table 8.4: Selectivity coefficients, logK^',, and standard deviation of different ISEs

based on a valinomycin membrane (EC: liquid-contacted).

J LC-ISEs SC-ISEs based on SAM of

~~~~~

no SAM F2 F2 and TTFl TTFl and

»-C8H17SH n-C8H17SH
_

_2g±02 .2.8 ±0.4 -2.8 ±0.4 -2.7 ± 0.2 -2.9 ±0.1 -3.0 ±0.2

^a+ -4.3 ±0.3 -3.2 ±0.5 -4.0 ±0.1 -4.0 ± 0.3 -4.4 ±0.1 -4.1 ±0.4

NII44" -2.1 ±0.1 -2.0 ±0.5 -2.2 ±0.1 -2.4 ± 0.2 -2.1 ±0.1 -2.1 ±0.1

Ca2' -4.5 ±0.1 -3.8 ±0.5 -4.4 ±0.3 -4.5 ±0.2 -4.5 ±0.1 -5.0 ±0.3

Membranes with a Tecoflex®-matrix have better adhesive properties, but a worse

selectivity for FI+ than conventional PVC membrane.34 Thus the only possibility, so far,

to reach a better value for the lower detection limit is the use of a membrane selective

for a divalent ion. Figure 8.12 shows calibration curves for a SC-ISE with TTF2 and

octanethiol interfaces and a conventional LC-1SE with a Ca2+ selective membrane, after

conditioning in a 10"3 M CaCF solution for 12 h. The SC-ISE presents linear responses
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down to 10~7 M Ca2+ with Nernstian slopes (log K£°'H-= -2.1, pFI ca. 5), while the

linearity of the LC-ISE response ends at 10"6 M Ca24.

60 mV S

log a&12*

Figure 8.12: Ca2+-Calibration curves of ETH 5234-based membrane for EC- and SC-

1SE with a SAM of tetrathiafulvalene, TTFl, and octanethiol derivative.

In contrast to SC-ISE based on SAMs, the lower detection limit of SC-ISEs (Figure

8.11) in the absence of the lipophilic redox-active SAM is about one order of magnitude

higher and cannot be related to the II' interference. This effect can be explained by the

presence of an aqueous layer between the polyurethane membrane and the Au surface

(Figure 8.13) that can cause leaching from the small inner solution to the sample (as in

conventional FC-ISEs), biasing the outer membrane surface. Moreover, the composition

of this layer changes upon contact of the SC-ISE with interfering sample ions, thereby

affecting both the phase boundary potential at the interface of the membrane and the

aqueous layer, as well as the interfacial potential at the metal surface. This leads to

long-term potential instabilities, as shown in Figure 8.14.
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presence (b) of the redox-active monolayer.
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Here, the replacement of interfering ions by the primary ones is much slower than the

opposite change. As a consequence of this asymmetry, measurement protocols with

approximately equal contact times for the sample and the conditioning solution are

expected not to compensate for long-term drifts (see theoretical curve in Figure 8.14).

0.1 M KCl

0.1 M NaCl

i

0.1 M KCl

i . . . i

100 mV

L. ' 1- 1 ' -J- 1 1
..

1 1

0 4 8 12 16 20 24

time / h

Figure 8.14: Theoretical EMF response curves of an ISE with a very thin aqueous film

as inner reference solution (see also ref. 37). Left side: after conditioning in a 10"1 M

solution of the primary ion, a sample with a K)"1 M solution of interfering ion is

introduced at t = 0. Right side: the former sample is replaced by the original solution.

Thus the sample-dependent variation of the composition of the aqueous layer

between the membrane and the metal is investigated as source of instability. Even when

no electrolyte is initially applied between the membrane and the metal, it is likely that,

during conditioning the ISE, the corresponding electrolyte diffuses into the inner

layer.67 Three phase boundary potentials are found to mainly contribute to the EMF,

those at the sample-membrane, membrane-internal aqueous layer, and internal aqueous
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layer-metal interfaces, respectively. Accordingly, changes in the composition of the

internal layer primarily influence the potential difference at the phase boundary between

the membrane and this layer. The presence of a lipophilic redox-active SAM prevents

the formation of an internal aqueous layer, thus eliminating instabilities due to the

internal phase boundary potential. In Figure 8.15, the response of such an ISE (top) is

compared to an ISE without a lipophilic redox-active monolayer (bottom). Upon

conditioning the ISEs in 0.1 M KCl for 24 h, the sample was changed to 0.1 M NaCl at t

= 0 and back again at t = 3.5 h. It is apparent that strong drifts arc observed in the

absence of the SAM (Figure 8.15, bottom) but very stable EMF readings are obtained

with the SAM (Figure 8.15, top). It must be noted that in both cases the membranes had

approximately the same thickness of ca. 20 [tm. They are, thus, 5 to 10 times thinner

than conventional ISE membranes for which the diffusion related time constants are,

therefore, up to two orders of magnitude larger. This setup was chosen in order to make

long-term effects visible within a reasonable measurement period. Additionally, thin

membranes will become relevant for the development of miniaturized systems.

From Figure 8.15, it is apparent that the drift caused by changing the sample from

the preferred primary ion K4 to the interfering ion Na+ (logK^otNa - -3.6) the final

equilibrium is established much faster than after changing back to K4. The shape of the

theoretical curves in Figure 8.14 compares well with the experimental ones in Figure

8.15 (bottom).

According to the predictions of theoretical models37 long-term drifts occur as a

consequence of flux-induced changes in the composition of the inner aqueous layer.

They are much faster if the preferred ion V is replaced by a discriminated ion V in the

sample than after a reversed sample change. The flux-determining concentration

gradients in the membrane are symmetrical for both cases and, therefore, the exchange

of cations in the membrane takes exactly the same time. The only difference is the rate

of the cation exchange (I+ -* J~ or J+ -> lr) in the inner aqueous film. If the inner

solution is assumed to have a negligibly small volume, its composition is completely

determined by that of the membrane. After conditioning the ISE with the primary ion,
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the inner solution does not contain any interfering ions. As soon as the first small

amount of the interfering ion reaches the inner membrane surface, this species is

immediately expelled into the inner solution due to the selectivity of the membrane. The

composition of the inner solution, therefore, changes rapidly. In the opposite case of

exchanging the interfering ion by the primary ion. the composition of the inner solution

does not change significantly until JT is nearly completely replaced by V at the inner

membrane surface. The change of the potential at the inner membrane boundary

completely determines the potential drift of the electrode, as the potential at the sample

side of the membrane stays constant after the replacement of the sample solution

(Figure 8.15).

UJ

0.1 M KCl 0.1 M KCl

100 mV

0.1 M NaCl

12 16 20 24

ui

0.1 M KCl

0.1 M KCl

100 mV

0.1 M NaCl

12

time / h

16 20 24

Figure 8.15: Response of a solid-contacted K^-selective electrode with (top) and

without (bottom) a lipophilic, self-assembled monolayer generated on Au as internal

electrode. At t = 0, the conditioning solution (10"' M KCl) was changed for 10"1 M

NaCl. At t = 3.5 h, the sample was replaced by the conditioning solution.
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The experimental results in Figure 8.15 indicate that an aqueous layer is formed

between the SAM-free Au electrode and the Tecoflex® membrane (with 30%

plasticizer), in spite of the better adhesive properties of polyurethanes as compared to

polyfvinyl chloride).32 However, no internal aqueous layers appear to be formed when

the surface of the inner Au electrode is covered by a lipophilic SAM.

Tn order to eliminate the influence of samples on the long-term behavior of ISEs.

often sample and conditioning solutions are alternately contacted with the sensing

membrane. The contact times with the two solutions are, therefore, usually comparable.

Because of the asymmetry of the drift processes, as shown by Figures 8.14 and Figure

8.15, it is expected that such a measurement protocol would nevertheless lead to long-

term effects due to successive change in the composition of the inner solution. The

results shown in Figure 8.16 confirm this expectation. Here, a 0.1 M KCl and a 0.1 M

NaCl solution are alternately interchanged every 10 min. After each change an EMF

drift can be observed, similar to the one shown in Figure 8.15. Remarkably, the net

effect results in an overall drift over a period of about two hours, while the inner

solution successively changes its composition. Obviously, the contact time with the

primary ion is much too short to compensate for the contact with the discriminated

interfering ion. Repeated experiments with different ISEs always showed the same

overall trend, as long as the membrane thickness was the same. For thinner membranes

a faster drift was observed. Flowever, the detailed shape of the short-term drifts after

sample changes varied from membrane to membrane. This variation has probably to do

with the variations in thickness, homogeneity, and composition of the inner aqueous

layer, which are out of experimental control.

The theoretical model37 is capable of nicely simulating this overall behavior, as

shown in Figure 8.17 top to bottom. If the diffusion process is very fast (Figure 8.17,

top), identical response steps are observed from the beginning. Upon changing the

sample from the primary ion I1" to the interfering ion J+ of the same activity (0.1 M,

logKTp°' - -3), the EMF shows a fast drift, and within 10 min it reaches the value

observed previously for I+. On the other hand, the drift is slower after a change J+ -> I4

so that no steady state is reached. It is important to note that the ISE has a reduced
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apparent selectivity. At steady state, the selectivity would even be completely lost, as

shown by Figure 8.14. If the diffusion process is slow (Figure 8.17, bottom), the

selectivity is maintained, and only moderate short-term drifts are observed. However, a

long-term drift appears owing to the slow change in the composition of the inner

solution. This overall behavior is comparable to the one observed experimentally

(Figure 8.16).
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Figure 8.16: Response of a solid-contacted K+-selective electrode with a direct contact

of the sensing membrane with Au as internal electrode (as Figure 8.14, bottom). The

ISE was conditioned overnight with a 0.1 M KCl solution. At t > 0 the 0.1 M NaCl and

0.1 M KCl samples were alternately changed every 10 min.
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Figure 8.17: Theoretical response functions of three solid-contacted Kf-selective

electrodes with different time constants (see also ref. 37). The sample solution is

alternately changed every 10 min from 10"1 M KCl to 10"' M NaCl and back to 10"1 M

KCl.
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Although it has been known for a long time that purely solid-contacted ISE systems

suffer from potential drifts and erratic EMF changes.68 the significance of the inner

phase boundary potential for the response and selectivity behavior of ISEs is introduced

here for the first time. These instabilities have been mainly attributed to an uncontrolled

redox process at the metal surface. It was hypothesized that during conditioning of the

ISE a thin aqueous layer emerges between the membrane and the metal electrode and

that the dominating redox process is the reduction of 02 dissolved in this layer. Changes

in pFI, and/or the partial pressure of 02 were proposed as sources of

instabilities.20.25,68,69

20 mV

02

no SAM

SAM with F2

SAM withF2 + «-C8H17SH

SAM withTTFI

SAM withTTF1+«-C8Hi7SH

SAM with«-C8Hi7SH

H

Ar

20 40 60

time/mm

80 100 120

Figure 8.18: EMF of various SC-ISEs under atmospheric conditions, and after

introducing 02 or Ar into a 10"' M KCl solution.

The strong influence of 02 on the EMF (more than 20 mV drift by introducing 02

in the solution) of coated-wire electrodes (Figure 8.18, top curve) is effectively reduced
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by SAMs of F2, TTFl, and even more with their mixed monolayers or «-CgHpSH,

indicative of the absence of an aqueous layer. The electrode potential was recorded in

10"3 M KCl for 30 min under atmospheric conditions, 30 min while bubbling 02 into the

solution and then while removing it by adding Ar for another 30 min, Figure 8.18.

The redox response of the SC-ISEs with no SAM, F2,TTF1 and their mixed

monolayer with octanethiol was studied in a 10"2 M FeCl^/FeC^ solution with 0.1 M

KCl as the ionic background. The EMF of these SC-ISEs is not influenced by changes

in the ratio of Fe(Iil)/Fe(Il) in solutions of constant ionic strength (0.1 M KCl) and

constant total amount of the redox couple. This result clearly shows that the membrane

acts as an insulator layer for the redox species, avoiding redox sensitivity. Moreover,

Fe2+/3+ are so hydrophilic because of the high charge, that they do not enter the

membrane and do not influence the composition of the inner aqueous layer of SC-ISEs

without SAM.

A stable redox potential at the membrane-Au interface requires a constant activity

ratio of the two redox forms, [ox]/[fred]. The closer this ratio is to one, the higher the

robustness that can be expected. Therefore, additional experiments were performed. The

amount of reduced and oxidized species can be controlled through electrochemical

reduction/oxidation of the two compounds. Due to the impossibility of reducing

compound F2 (Chapter 8.5), only SC-ISEs with SAMs based on partially oxidized

TTFl were investigated. The potential of the XTF1 modified Au electrode was

increased from 0 up to 500 mV, corresponding to an oxidation of 10 % of the total

TTFl. After reaching 500 mV, the potential of the electrode was monitored and found

to be stable around 480 mV.

SC-ISEs based on SAM with a fraction of oxidized TTFl showed the same

characteristics in terms of linear response as well as of insensitivity to 02 and redox

species but with a shift of E° by 195 mV (Figure 8.19).
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SAM with 10 % oxidized TTF1 and m-C„H,-SH
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Figure 8.19: K^-Calibration curves of a valinomycin-based SC-ISE membrane with a

SAM of the tetrathiafulvalene derivative TTFl and octanethiol, with and without a

fraction of oxidized tetrathiafulvalene.

From the potential shift, the initial ratio [ox]/[[redj of TTF2 was calculated to be

around 5.5 lO""' by using equation 8.2.

AE^tt, - AE(n[, 10V1X
= l95mV = 59.6mV • I log

Till*

-titi

log¬
in*

"TTFin

(8.2)

A more general method needs to be developed in order to determine trace

concentrations of F2": Equation 8.3 is valid for a reversible electron transfer and gives

the relationship between the current and the potential:59
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^
const tE

Q

i = const,
7 v

(8-3)
1
(i ,

const13 »
v '

1 + e

By integrating equation 8.3 the generated area can be obtained (equation 8.4):

A = f/ dE =
7^2lLy i + c>«',e (8 4)

J const, \ '

When 1 is negligible compared to eoonb :

', equation 8.4 can be simplified to:

lnA*const,E+ln(^^-| (8.5)
\ const,

The logarithmic relationship is only valid from 0 to the peak maximum.

The generated area A is proportional to the ratio of the two redox forms (ctracc and c) of

the compound, leading to equation 8.6:

In -^^ s consFE + const, (8.6)
c

The resting potentials of the SAM modified electrodes were measured (ca. -160 mV for

F2/F2" and ca. +120 mV for TJFl/TTFl4") and inserted in equation 8.6 together with

the parameters obtained by the linear regression (Figure 8.20). Calculated this way, the

initial ratio is very close to the one obtained using the previous method for TTFl. The

ratio for F2/F2" and TTF1/TTF1+ is around 4.2 10"6 and 2.4 10\ respectively.
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Figure 8.20: Relationship between the potential and the natural logarithm of the ratio of

reduced (top) or oxidized (bottom) form and the neutral form of the compound.

The presence of this small amount of the oxidized and reduced form of TTFl and

F2, respectively, is apparently sufficient to obtain stable potentials as long as no

substantial current is applied. The two SC-ISEs with the same interface composition

(SAM with TTFl and w-C8H17SH) but different amount of oxidized form (10 %

oxidized and trace) were treated with a current of 1 nA for 5 s (5.2 10"'4 mol of

electrons) and then their potential drift was measured in 1 ()"' M KCl.
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Figure 8.21 shows that the electrode with only traces of the oxidized form needs

approximately 10 min to relax back to the starting potential, exhibiting a drift of 50 mV,

while the ones with 10% of oxidized compound is stable.

SAM with 10% oxidized TTF1 and n-CsH,-SH
__ ^_^ __^

10 mV

"~~
~~~

-

'

SAM with TTF1 and n-Grt-SH
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/

/
/

/
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1
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time / mm

Figure 8.21: Relaxation drift of SC-ISEs with SAMs of octanethiol and 10 % oxidized

TTFl (top) or a trace of oxidized TTFl (bottom) in 10"3 M KCl after a perturbation

with a 1 nA current of 5 s duration.

SC-ISEs based on SAM of lipophilic redox-active compounds show a drift of

approximately 30-50 mV during the first 10 h upon contact with the conditioning

solution, while the ones without SAM show an initial drift of 300 mV. After

conditioning, the potential between electrodes of the same type differ by only about 10-

20 mV; there is essentially no difference between the potential of the electrodes. The

difference in E° between analogous SC-ISEs decreases to 2-5 mV if the redox-active

SAM is partially oxidized.
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After the initial conditioning, the EMF values of these SC-ISEs were recorded for

100 h; the results are presented in Table 8.5 and in Figure 8.22.

Table 8.5: Drift of SC-ISEs measured in 10"' M KCl for 100 h.

SC-ISEs with Drift m mV/h

No SAM Ô~22

SAMofF2 0.08

SAM of F2 and »-CgFIpSH 0.04

SAM of TTFl 0.09

SAM of TTFl and w-C8H17SH 0.04

SAM of TTFl (10% ox) 0.06

SAM of TTFl (10% ox) and n-C8H17SH 0.03

«-C8H17SH 0.53

60 mV

-—\^ ____noSAM

SAM with F2

SAM with F2 and »-C8H,SH

SAM with 10% oxidized TTF1

SAM with 10% oxidized TTF1 and n-C8H,7SH

SAM with TTF1

SAM with TTF1 and «-C«H,7SH

SAM with «-C8H17SH

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

time /h

Figure 8.22: Long-term stability for SC-ISEs. The potential is monitored over a period

of approximately 80 h in 10"' M KCl (including conditioning).
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It is interesting to note that SC-ISEs based on SAMs of compound F2 show a small

long-term drift only under constant illumination. If the light intensity decreases, the

potential drifts to more positive values as shown in Figure 8.23. The photosensitivity of

fullerene-derivatives has already been described.63'70 The influence of the polyurethane

membrane on the photovoltaic effect of the fullerene-derivatives SAM is under

investigation.
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Figure 8.23: Photovoltaic effect with SC-ISEs based on SAM with octanethiol and F2

or TTFl.
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8.7. Impedance measurements

Impedance methods provide information on the electrical properties of ion-selective

membranes. They allow the interpretation of the experimental response function of the

ISE in terms of equivalent circuits based on a theoretical model, by considering the

transport of charged species trough the phase boundaries and the bulk of the membrane.

The impedance characteristics of a cell incorporating an ISE mainly depends on the

properties of the membrane. It is also affected by several experimental parameters such

as frequency, temperature, and activities of ionic species in the bathing solution.7'>72

Impedance measurements71>72 were performed to determine the different charge-

transfer processes occurring at the SC-ISEs (Au beads in 1 M KCl). Figure 8.24 shows

the impedance response of a fullerene-SAM modified Au bead electrode coated with a

valinomycin-based membrane.
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Figure 8.24: Impedance response of a valinomycin-based SC-ISE membrane on a Au

bead with an underlying SAM of F2 in 1 M KCl. Frequency range 1 MHz to 0.1 Hz at 5

steps per decade.
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One of the observed semicircles is related to the redox-active SAM underlying the bulk

membrane and the other to the bulk impedance of the polyurethanc-based membrane.

All previous publications related to solid-contacted ISEs reported only high frequency

semicircles (resistance for the bulk membrane) with ill-defined or no semicircle on the

low-frequency (charge-transfer processes at the electrode/membrane interface).26'30

Also, in the absence of the redox component (i.e., with a «-CjJIpSH SAM) only one

semicircle was obtained (Figure 8.25). The facile charge/electron transfer through the

membrane/monolayer interface due to the presence of an underlying redox-active SAM

is probably responsible for the improved stability of the new SC-ISEs.
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Figure 8.25: Impedance response of a valinomycin-based SC-ISE membrane on a Au

bead with an underlying SAM of «-C8H17SH m 1 M KCl. Frequency range 1 MHz to

0.1 Hz at 5 steps per decade.
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8.7. Conclusions

In summary, a new methodology to fabricate solid-contacted ion-selective electrodes

using SAMs of redox-active compounds has been developed. All the valinomycin-based

SC-ISEs studied show Nernstian responses down to 10"s M K/, with improved stability,

and no redox or 02 interference. Their lipophilicity hinders the formation of an aqueous

layer between the membrane and the metal, and the incorporated redox-active groups

assure efficient coupling of ionic and electronic conductivity, while an uncontrolled

water layer is formed between Au as inner electrode and a plasticized Tecoflex®

membrane. Long-term changes in the composition of this aqueous layer are expected

and actually found when samples with primary and interfering ions are alternately

contacted with the membrane. For characterizing new solid-contacted ISE systems, it is

suggested to investigate the presence of such drifts upon contacting the membrane with

interfering ions and reconditioning it with primary ones. A gold self-assembled

lipophilic monolayer with a redox-active compound successfully eliminates these drifts.

8.8. Experimental

8.8.1. Inner electrode for SC-ISEs

Substrate Preparation. Glass microscope slides (7.54 cm x 2.54 cm) were used as

electrode substrates. The slides were chemically cleaned by immersion in 1:4 II2O2/

concentrated H2S04 (Piranha solution) at 70°C for about 20 min, rinsed with H20 and

EtOH, dried under warm air and kept in bottles under Ar.7-*

Au Evaporation. Metal films were deposited by evaporation at a rate of ca.2 nm s"1

and with a pressure of 10"3 Pa (Kleinbedampfungsanlage MED 010, Balzers AG,

Balzers, Liechtenstein). First, a Cr film of 6 nm thickness (99.9%, Balzers AG) was

applied as an adhesive layer and a Au film of 200 nm thickness (99.99%, Balzers AG)

was deposited on it. The thickness of the metal films was measured with an oscillating
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quartz device (QSG 301, Balzers AG).49

Gold Beads Preparation. After cutting a gold wire (d = 0.5 mm, 99.995%

ChemPur, ChemPur Feinchemikalien und Forschungsbedarf GmbH, D-76206

Karlsruhe), Au beads were formed and annealed under an 02 flame. A glass capillary

was inserted from the opposite site of the gold bead and melted onto the wire, insulating

the gold electrode.62

SAM Preparation. Monolayers of thiol-denvatives on gold were prepared by

chemisorption, i.e. by immersion of freshly prepared Au surfaces in 1 mM solutions of

compound F2 or XTFl in CH2C12 for approximately 24 hours. After removal the

surface was washed with a small amount of CII2C12 and shortly dried in a stream of

argon. The SAMs are immediately ready to use.62 Mixed monolayers were prepared by

immersion of the SAM of F2 and TTFl in a 1 mM solution of octanethiol in CFI2Ci2 for

5 hours.

8.8.2. Analysis of SAMs

Infrared Spectroscopy. IR spectra were recorded at grazing incidence reflection

on a Bruker IFS 66 v spectrometer equipped with an FIg-Cd-Te detector. The

measurements were performed at an incidence angle of 80° with a fixed-angle inset. To

minimize interferences by atmospheric bands of water and carbon dioxide, the pressure

in the sample chamber was reduced below 1 mbar. Freshly prepared metallic surfaces

were used as reference.49 The spectra of the surfaces were subtracted from the spectra

of the polymer-modified substrates. IR spectra of neat compounds were measured as

KBr pellets or as solution in CHCb with a Perkin Ekmer 1600-FT-IR.

Ellipsometry. Ellipsometric measurements were performed with a Plasmos SD

2300 Ellipsometer, equipped with a He-Ne-Laser (k = 632.8 nm), at incidence angle of

70°. Prior to measurements the samples were washed with dichloromethane and blown

dry under Ar. The thickness of the layers was measured at 15 positions, on a straight
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line. Readings were taken for the clean gold, to establish the optical constants of the

bare substrate. After monolayer formation, the thickness was calculated with the

obtained constants and with an assumed refractive index (nf) for the monolayer. The

obtained thickness strongly depends on the exact value of nt- chosen.49

Contact Angle Measurements. The advancing contact angle of water was

determined on sessile drops with a Ramé-Hart Model 100-00 Goniometer at room

temperature under atmospheric conditions. The advancing contact angle, 6a (H20), was

obtained by forming a 3 pi drop of water on the surface and by adding an additional 3

pi to the drop. Contact angles were measured very quickly, even if they are stable for

many minutes under these conditions. The results are the mean of 36 measurements (6

different positions of 3 samples from both sides of the slides). The experimental error is

approximately ± 30.49

Cyclic voltammetric measurements. To obtain cyclic voltammograms,

electrochemical experiments were performed in 0.1 M solutions of

tetrabutylammonium-hexafluorophosphate (Bu4NPF6) in CH2C12, under argon, (10"3 M

solution of compound F2 or TTFl) using an EG & G Princeton Applied Research

Model 263A potentiostat/galvanostat. Either a gold slide or a gold bead or a glassy

carbon minielectrode was used as the working electrode and a Ag/AgCl electrode

(Bioanalytical Systems, West Lafayette, IN) as reference. A Pt wire served as the

counter-electrode.62

The geometric area of the electrode was obtained, after removing the SAM from the

electrode surface (boiled in a 1:1 FINO,: H20 solution for 6 hours), from the slope of a

linear plot of the cathodic current vs. v1 :
for the reversible reduction of 1 mM aqueous

solution of [Ru(NH3)6]3+'2+ in 0.1 M NaCl, taking 7.5 I a6 cm2 s"1 as the diffusion

coefficient in 0.1 M aqueous NaCl (equation 8.1).
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8.8.3. Potentiometrie measurements

The synthesis of the redox-active thiol-derivatives F2 and TTFl has been described

previously.74 The K+-ISE membrane containing valinomycin as ionophore (10 mg),

ETH 500 (11.5 mg) and KTFPB (4.1 mg), DOS (330.2 mg), and Tecoflex® (661.7 mg)

was prepared according to a standard procedure. The solution of membrane components

in THE was poured into a ground glass ring (58 mm i.d.) on a glass plate and left at

room temperature for 24 h, allowing the solvent to slowly evaporate.

Two different geometries for the inner electrode were tested: glass slides covered

with gold layers and gold beads.

a) b)

Figure 8.26: a) Glass slides coated with gold in the cell for Potentiometrie

measurements and b) gold beads used as inner electrode for SC-ISEs.
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Approximately 150 mg of the membrane thus obtained were dissolved in 3 ml

THF, 50 pi of this cocktail were cast on the gold electrode resulting in a membrane of

30 pm thickness. Gold beads were repeatedly immersed directly in the same THF

solution. LC-TSEs were prepared by punching from the membrane, three 4 mm discs

and gluing to plasticized PVC tubing with a TFIF/PVC slurry. The internal filling

solution was 10"3 M KCl. LC- and SC-ISEs were conditioned overnight in 10^ M KCl.

8.8.4. Impedance measurements

Impedance measurements were performed with a IM6-e-BAS electrochemical analyzer

(Bioanalytical Systems, West Lafayette, IN) from 0.1 MFIz to 100 Hz in a l M KCl

solution using a Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Bioanalytical Systems) and Pt-wire as

counter electrode.
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9. APPLICATION OF IONOPHORE WITH COMPLEXATION-

DEPENDENT REDOX POTENTIALS IN ISES

Self-assembled monolayers of a TTF-derivative with a directly attached ionophore,

such as tetrathiafulvalene derivative, 2-[4,5-Bis({[5-(l,2-dithiolan-3-yl)pentanoylJoxy}

methyl)-1,3-dithiolan-2-yhden]-5,6,8,9,11,12.14,15-octahydro[1,3]dithiolo[4,5-g][ 1,4,7,

10,13,16,19]pcntoxadithiacycloheneicosine TTF2, Figure 9.1, has been shown to

change its redox properties upon complexation.F2 This property, applied in

potentiomdry, could allow the construction of a new type of SC-ISE with internal

signal for interferences.

î

/-A)

0

S^Z-^/^^Xq/^S^ /^ ö

Figure 9.1: TTF-crown compound, TTF2, acting as a signal coupler on the inner

electrode surface and as an ionophore in the ISE membrane.

When an ISE membrane, conditioned with a solution containing the primary ion (I),

comes in contact with a sufficiently high concentration of an interfering ion (J), the

EMF is no longer characteristic of the activity of I. This cannot be recognized with

conventional ISEs without performing further experiments (e.g., standard addition or

measurements of all interfering ions). In the new system, the initial potential change

corresponds to the phase boundary potential and is the same as in conventional ISEs,

but the exchange of 1 by J will lead to a change in the standard potential of the redox-

active ionophore at the metal membrane interface after a diffusion-related time period

(Figure 9.2). The new ISE would signal when the conditions required for measuring
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primary ion activities are no longer satisfied and it could additionally recognize the

interfering ion according to their potential shift.
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Figure 9.2: Basic mechanisms. R": anionic sites; EM>, EM membrane boundary potential

at the metal membrane and solution membrane interface, respectively.

9.1. Theory

The phase boundary potential at the metal membrane interface, EM>, can be

described by the equation (9.1), considering only monovalent cations:

EM - EXr2 + s log^EL = E°
„.

+ s log^LL
C1Tr -, 11X21"

(9.1)

With the following definition of the complex formation constants, Kl"
T,+

and K!1!.,,,,
w [ TTF2r TTF2I

Keit _

TT" HI .f

I 1 I ~1 „
#
„

TTt2* I'

(9.2)
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KC|T _

TTF2I
+

,Q
-.

TTF2r
„ . „

lV- J)
(-TTF2 Ur

it follows that:

E«TF2-E»TF2!+=slog|^- (9.4)

Mass balances in the membrane:

CTTF2rul.tot
= CTTF2 + CTTF2r <A--ri

CTTF2w,lot = CTTF2+ + CTT1'2I:* (9.6)

Charge balance in the membrane:

CI\tot
~

CRMot
~

CTTF2+ = CI+ + CTTF21* TTF2I:+ l^-A

with:

E°TF2, E"
,

standard potential of uncomplexed and complexed TTF2,

respectively

cTt total concentration of cation. V, in the membrane
1.(0.

c total concentration of lipophilic anionic sites, R
,
in the membrane

cTTF2 tot
total concentration of reduced form of TTF2 in the membrane

cTTF, lot
total concentration of oxidized form of TTF2 in the membrane

cTTF2, cTTF2i* concentration of uncomplexed and complexed reduced form of

TTF2 in the membrane, respectively

cttf2+
,
cttf2i2+ concentration of uncomplexed and complexed oxidized form of

TTF2 in the membrane, respectively
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This system of seven equations (9.1-9.7) with seven unknowns (EM>, cTTF2,

cTTF2r,cTTF2+, cn)-2|„, Kf[h2|2*, and *xF2r) can be solved numerically. An explicit

solution can be obtained with the following simplifying assumptions:

For the mass balance in the membrane (equation 9.6):

The ability of TTF24 to complex cations is smaller than that of TTF2 because of the

charge repulsion, and hence TTF2I2+ can be neglected.

CTTF2„x,tot S CT1F2+ (9-8)

For the charge balance in the membrane (equation 9.7):

The concentration of uncomplexed ions, cr, in the membrane is negligible because

of the high stability of the complexes.

- The concentrations of TTF2+ and JTF2I2+ are negligible compared to the ones of

TTF2 and TTF21+.

Vtotsc„r2r (9-9)

By solving the simplified system of equations 9.2- 9.5, 9.8, and 9.9, cT]T2 and c 2.

can be expressed as follows:

CT1F2 = CTlF2ru,,tot
~

CR ,tot
(9.10)

Ycit~ C T

„
_

-^TTt^l-4
.

^TTF2,v.tot X tot /üin
StF2T2+

~

^df _

t^-lU

X1F21+ LTTr2ad,tot CR ,ot
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By inserting equations 9.8-9.11 in equation 9.1, EM> can be expressed as follows:

,, t-,0 1 C1TF2„,.tot W) i
' "Xin-* CTTr2„x,tot /n t'IN

EM, = E°1W2 + slog -_
= kTTF2I+ + slog I»1'1

—

xx— (9-12)

CTTF2tul.tot CR ,»ot \ Nmi* CTTF2ruI,tot CRMot /

The phase boundary potential, EM\ is constant as long as no external current is applied

and no other cations reach the inner interface of the electrode and are complexed by

TTF2, thus altering E°
t
values and the degree of complexation, and signaling the

interferences.

To test the validity of the assumptions, SAMs and SC-ISEs based on TTF2 were

prepared and characterized with the analytical techniques described in Chapter 7 and 8.

In addition, the ionophore properties of TTF2 were established. No information is yet

available on selectivity regarding the cation complexes with TTF2+ but their effect

should be negligible because of the charge repulsion.

9.2. Characterization of SAMs based on TTF2

The IR spectrum of a SAM based on TTF2 is similar to the one of the compound

(Figure 9.3). The position of the asymmetric CH2 stretching vibration in the alkyl chain

near 2926 cm"1 indicates a disordered or liquid-like packing environment of the alkyl

chains in the SAM, as for TTFl in Chapter 8.2: Molecules with short alkyl chains are

known to form disordered monolayers. The presence of the crown ether terminal group

could also be responsible for its less ordered structure.
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Figure 9.3: Infrared spectrum of TTF2 compound and SAM.

According to the theoretical thickness calculated for TTFl (20 Ä, Chapter 8.3) and

the similar structures of both compounds (Figure 9.1 and Figure 8.2) a similar value of

20 Â is expected for TTF2. Surprisingly, the results of the ellipsometric determination

of the thickness for SAM based on TTF2 indicate a smaller value than the one for SAM

based on TTFl (Chapter 8.3). Since the thickness measured with this technique

depends on the refractive index that should be different for the two TTF derivatives

because of their distinct color, the value obtained with the same refractive index are not

comparable. The color of TTF2 is lighter than the color of TTFl (TTF2 pale yellow).

Therefore, the thickness obtained with the refractive index nf =1.5 (assuming that the

new organic monolayer is more similar to polyethylene than to TTFl) could be

compared to the one calculated for TTFl with the refractive index nf = 2.2.
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Table 9.1: Thickness (in Â) of SAMs based on TTFl and TTF2 calculated using

different values for the refractive index nf.

tif TTFl TTF2

1.5 43.3 ±4.5 25.1 ±4.7

1.8 32.4±3.l 21.0 ±3.4

2.2 25.3 ±2.9 15.1 ±2.9

The lipophilicity of the SAM with TTF2 was investigated by means of the

advancing contact angle of water (Table 9.2).

Table 9.2: Advancing contact angles of water for different SAMs based on TTFl and

TTF2.

TTFl TTFl and

7;-C8H]7SFl

TTF2 TTF2 and

n-C8H17SH

70° ±2 83° ±3 54° ±4 68° ± 3

Despite the increase of lipophilicity compared to an unmodified Au electrode, the

advancing contact angles of water obtained for both SAMs of TTF2 modified surface

are lower compared to the TTFl modified electrode. The difference can be explained

by the presence of the hydrophilic crown ether on the top of the redox-active group. An

increase of the lipophilicity can be observed by forming a monolayer mixed with

octanethiol.

TTF2 has been reported to form remarkably stable SAMs on gold with very clear

and reversible surface-confined electrochemistry and anodic shifts upon binding with

metal ions.1'2 The TTF2 modified surfaces, on Au films and beads, were characterized
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by cyclic voltammetry. CV of SAM based on TTF2 exhibits two electrochemically

reversible one-electron oxidation waves with E1/2 = 610 mV and Em = 856 mV vs. an

aqueous Ag/AgCl reference electrode (Figure 9.4, scan rate of 1000 mV s"1). The

Gaussian shapes and the small potential difference between the anodic and cathodic

peaks of 20 mV and 15 mV for the first and second TTF oxidation step, respectively,

are indicative of the surface-confined behavior.1

1200 1000 800 600 400

E/mV

200

Figure 9.4: Cyclic voltammogram of a SAM of TTF2 on gold beads recorded in 0.1 M

BiuNPF* in OECE at a scan rate of 1000 mV s"1.

Similar CVs were obtained with SAMs of TTF2 as well as with mixed TTF2 / n-

C8H|7SH monolayer on Au beads and films.
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9.3. Potentiometrie experiments

For the Potentiometrie measurements a TTF2-based polyurethane membrane

(Chapter 10) was investigated in conventional LC-ISEs as well as in SC-ISEs with

TTF2 / n-C8H17SH modified internal Au-electrode. Figure 9.5 shows calibration curves

for LC- and SC-ISEs after conditioning in a 10"3 M KCl solution for 12 h. Both ISEs

exhibit the same linear responses down to HT35 M K+ with Nernstian slopes (Figure

9.5).

^»
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Figure 9.5: YC -Calibration curves obtained with TTF2-based membranes in LC-ISEs

and in SC-ISEs with a SAM of TTF2 and n-C8Hl7Sll.
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Since the membrane composition for the SC-ISE is the same as for the conventional

LC-ISE, the selectivity coefficients are also the same within experimental error (Table

9.3).

Table 9.3: Selectivity coefficients, logK£ot,, of a TTF2-based membrane in different

ISEs.

_

LC-ISE SC-ISE

H' +2.1± 0.1 ±1.9 ±0.2

Na' -0.l±0.l 0.0 ±0.1

NH/ -0.9 ±0.1 -0.7 ±0.1

Ca2+ -1.1 ±0.1 -1.2 ±0.1

The crown ether in TTF2 proves not to be a veiy selective ligand, especially with

respect to H1, which influences the lower detection limit of both types of electrode.

The influence of CF on the EMF of SC-ISEs based on TTF2 and octanethiol was

investigated by recording the electrode signal in 10"3 M KCl under atmospheric

condition, under bubbling 02 and Ar through the solution (30 min each, Figure 9.6).

The presence of 02 in the solution causes a small potential drift of the electrodes to

more positive values (approximately 5 mV), indicating that either the lipophilicity of the

modified imier electrode is insufficient or TTF2 reacts with (X
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Figure 9.6: EMF of SC-ISE with SAM of TTF2 and octanethiol under atmospheric

conditions and under introducing 02 or Ar into a 10"3 M KCl solution.

The redox response of the SC-ISEs with TTF2 was studied in a 10"2 M FeCl,/FcCl2

solution with 0.1 M KCl as the ionic background. The EMF of these SC-ISEs is not

influenced by changes in the ratio of Fe(III)/Fe(lI) in solutions of constant ionic strength

(0.1 M KCl) and constant total amount of the redox couple, even if an electroactive

ionophore is present in the membrane: its concentration (1 wt-%) is probably not high

enough to cause redox interference of the hydrophilic ions.3-4

Since the ISE membrane possesses almost the same selectivity for K* and Na*

(Table 9.3), the EMF measured in solution containing the interfering ion could be

directly related to the change in the standard potential of complexed TTF2 at the metal

membrane interface (E°
nNV

-E*1
,K_

=40 mV)A2Thus, the potential stability of the

electrodes was tested in different solutions of K* and Na\ but no reproducible results

were obtained (Figure 9.7). Probably the lipophilicity of the inner electrode, despite the

presence of SAM with TTF2 and »-C8H17SH, is not high enough to avoid the formation
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of an aqueous layer. Thus, by changing the solution from 0.1 M K+ to 0.1 M Na+, the

obtained drift is probably the sum of the potential changes caused by a different

composition of the aqueous layer and, at the same time, by the different standard

potentials of the two complexes.

KCl

\ 20 mV

! \
NaCl

^
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Figure 9.7: Potential changes for SC-ISE with a SAM based on TTF2 and n-C8H17SH

and a membrane containing TTF2 as ionophore in 0.1 M KCl and 0.1 M NaCl.

9.4. Conclusion

The availability of a compound having similar redox behavior but higher

lipophilicity could probably yield to more promising results.
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10. EXPERIMENTAL

10.1. Reagents

Valinomycin, N,N- dicyclohexyl-N\N'-dioctadecyl-3-oxapentanediamide (ETH

5234), potassium tetrakis-[3,5-bis(tnfluoromethyl)phenyl]borate (KTFPB, K'R"),

sodium tetrakis[3,5-bis-(tnfluorophenyl)] borate (NaTFPB), hexadecyltrioctade-

cylammomum bromide (HDTODAB, R^Br), tetradodecylammonium tetrakis(4-

chlorophenyl)borate (ETH 500), 2-mtrophenyl octyl ether (o-NPOE), bis(2-ethylhexyl)

sebacate (DOS), Tecoflex®, poly(vmyl chloride) (PVC), and tetrahydrofuran (THF),

dichloromethane. tetrabutylammomum-hexafluorophosphate were all Selcctophore^

from Fluka AG (CH-8071 Buchs).

The synthesis of the pFI chromoionophore 4-[[9-(dimethylamino)-5i7-

benzo[a]phenoxazin-5-ylidene]amino]-ll[(l-butylphenyl)oxyj benzeneacetic acid 11-

oxaundecyl ester (ETH 2439) has been described previously.1

Aqueous solutions were prepared with deionized water (specific resistance. 18.0

Mft cm; NANOpure", Barnstead, CFI-4009 Basel). All sodium salts, chloride salts,

and iron compounds, NaOAc, HOAc, LiOFI. CsOFI, and KOAc were p.a. from Fluka or

Merck and NaOH, KOH Titnsol (Merck)

10.2. EMF measurements

Measuring solutions were prepared by successive automatic dilution of stock

solutions using Fiquino 711 and Dosino 700 (Metrohm AG, CH-9010 Flerisau)

equipped with 50-ml burettes. Experiments involving pll-buffered solutions were

performed under full computer control in a 100-ml polyethylene beaker or m special

cell with the help of Liqumo 711 and Dosmo 700 equipped with 10-ml burettes.
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Potentials were measured with a custom-made 16-channel electrode monitor at room

temperature (20-2 EC) m solutions stirred with a rod stirrer, the Ag/AgCl reference

electrode (Metrohm, type 6.0729.100) having 1 M LiOAc as bridge electrolyte. The pH

values were determined with a glass electrode (Metrohm). For activity coefficients, the

Debye-FIückel approximation was used 2 All EMF values (median of the potentials

measured during either 5 min or 10 mm for ISE response) were corrected for liquid

junction potentials with the Henderson equation. All measurements were done with

three electrodes but only one representative result is shown in the Figures.

10.3. Composition of the membranes

Table 10.1: Composition of membranes [mg] in Chapter 4.

Name lonophore HDTODAB o-NPOE PVC

MGl-0% 2.16 - 133.5 66.0

MGl-50% 2.07 0 94 138.0 66.1

MG 1-100% 2.00 1.89 135.9 66.0

MGl-150% 2.06 2.89 137.3 66.0

MGl-200% 2.04 3.72 132.0 66.0

MG2-0% 1.99 - 135 6 66.3

MG2-50% 2.01 0.80 142.4 66.2

MG2-100% 2.09 1.59 135.1 66.3

MG2-150% 1.99 2.39 142.1 67.8

MG2-200% 2.01 Ô .Z/Ji 133.1 66.0

Name Ionophore KTFPB o-NPOE PVC

MG1-50%A 2.13 0.77 139.0 65.8

MG2-50%A 1.99 0.66 146.6 67.9
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Name lonophore HDTODAB DOS PVC

MG1-50%D

MG2-50%D

2.01

2.25

0 93

0.80

136.2

134.0

65 0

66.0

Table 10.2: Composition of membranes [mg] in Chapter 5.

Name ETH 2439 NaTFPB DOS PVC

M32.42%D 0.35 0.35 124.2 59.8

M39.69%D 0.34 0.35 109.0 72.0

M48.03%D 0.34 0.35 92.9 86.1

M39.21%D 0.35 0.35 110.5 71.5

M33.34%D 0.34 0.34 119 9 60.1

M60.34%D 0.35 0,35 71.2 108.8

M24.59%D 0.33 0.33 138.7 45.3

M27.47%D 0.36 0.36 132.1 50.9

M29.12%D 0.37 0.38 127.5 52.5

M32.42% 0.55 195.6 94.1

M39.69% 0.56 178.3 117.7

M48.03% 0.55 150.9 140.0

M39.21% 0.54 170.6 110.4

M33.34% 0.58 202.6 101.6

M60.34% 0.19 110.2 168.5

M24.59% 0.52 218.5 71.4

M27.47% 0.59 215.8 83.1

M29.12% 0.60 204.3 84.2

M30.93% 208.1 93.2

M38.72% 177.7 112.3

M49.44% 145.0 141.8
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M34.80%

M33.13%

M60.02%

M24.92%

M27.24%

M30.58%

188.5 100.6

192.6 95.4

113,1 169.8

213.9 7F0

206.5 77 3

199.3 87,8

Table 10.3. Composition of membranes [mg] in Chapter 6.

Name Fl ETH 2439 NaTFPB DOS PVC

MF1

MCF1

MC

MR

2.81

1.79

- 0.91 183.2 92.4

1,01 0.58 142.2 62.5

0.98 0.58 136.9 62.8

., 0.92 184.8 92.4

Table 10.4. Composition of membranes [mg] in Chapter 8.

Name valinomycin ETH 500 KTFPB DOS Tecoflex^

SCI 10.03 1148 4.06 330.2 661.7

SC2 2.00 2.23 0.84 143.5 65.8

(PVC)

SC3 3.00

(ETH 5234)

1.64 94.2 202.3

Table 10.5. Composition of membranes [mg] in Chapter 9.

Name TTF2 ETH 500 KTFPB DOS Tecoflex©

SC4 2.01 ».31 0.93 85.53 129.56
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10.4. Experimental data

Table 10.6. Potentiometrie selectivity coefficients, logK„p0 ,,
and their standard

deviation obtained with ISE membranes with ionophore Gl and different amounts of

cationic sites (RA mol % relative to Gl: SalO"' salicylate, AcO"- acetate).

50 100 150 200

AcO- -1 4 ±0.1 -1 4 ± 0 3 -1 OdbO.l -1.0 ±0.3

CF -0.6 ±0.1 -0.5 ±0.1 -0 6 ± 0 4 07± 0.2

S042" -1.5 ±0.1 -1.8 ±0.3 -1.0 ± 0.1 -1.4 ±0.1

CO32- -0.6 ± 0.6 -0.4 ± 0,2 0.4 ±0.1 0.3 ± 0.2

Br 1 4 ± 0.2 1.8 ±0.7 2.9 ± 0.4 3.2 ±0.1

NO3- 3.5 ± 0.6 4.1 ±0,9 4.8 ± 0.4 5.4 ±0.1

1- 8.7 ± 0.6 8 8± 1.0 7.9 ± 0.6 8.9 t 0.5

SalO" 7.8 fc0.5 8.2 ±0.1 8.7 ±0.3 9.3 ± 0.8

CIO4- 10.0 ±0.9 9.8 ±0.2 11.8 ±0.8 12.7 ±0.2

Table 10.7. Potentiometrie selectivity coefficients, logK^°PO ,,
and their standard

deviation obtained with ISE membranes with ionophore G2 and different amounts of

cationic sites (R', mol % relative to G2; SaK>: salicylate. AcO": acetate).

50 100 150 200

AcO- -1.4 ±0.3 -1.3 ±0.1 -1.8 ±0.3 -0.4 ±0.1

CF -0.6 ±0.1 -0.2 ±0.1 -0.7 ±0.1 1.2±0.1

SO42" -0.7 ±0.3 -0.4 ±0.1 -1.0 ±0.1 0.0 ±0.1

CO32- 0.3 ± 0.2 0.7 ±0.3 -0.4 ±0.1 1.5 ±0.2

Br 1.5 ±0.7 1.8 ±0.7 1.1 ±0.3 3.5 ±0.1

NO3- 3.2 ±0.9 3.9 ±0.5 2.0 ±0.1 5.4 ± 0.2

I- 7.6 ±1.0 5.5 ±1.0 7.0 ±0.5 7.9 ± 0.2
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SalO-

CIO4-

6.6 ±0.1

8.9 ±0.2

4.2 ±05

7.2 ± 0.6

6.0 ±0.1

6.4 ±1.2

7.7 ± 0.4

10.6 ±0.1

Table 10.8. Diffusion coefficients. D{, with standard deviation (SD) in dependence of

the PVC content of the membrane (Figure 5.3)

%-PVC D, SD logDi SD

24.92 9.34 0.96 -7.03 0 04

27.03 3.47 0.37 -7.46 0.05

30.06 2.89 0.10 -7.54 0.02

30.93 3.96 0 25 -7 40 0.03

33.13 2,93 0.42 -7.53 0 0b

34.80 F42 0.09 -7.85 0.03

38.72 0.77 0 02 -8.12 0.01

49.44 0.20 0.07 -8.70 0.15

60.36 0.07 0 01 -9.15 0 0b

Table 10.9. Advancing contact angles of water and their standard deviation in

dependence of the adsorption time.

time/mm F2 F2 and

J7-C8HpSH

TTFl TTF2 and

«-C8HÎ7SH

0 40° ± 7 70° r 2 40° ±7 72° ±3

1 53° ±4 70° ±2 39° ± 3 70° ± 4

5 61° ±3 71°±2 48° ±5 70° ±3

15 64° ±2 71°±4 59° ±3 70° ± 3
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30 71° ±4 76° ±2 62° ±2

60 69° ±2 78° ±3 68° ±2

300 73° ±5 80° ±2 69° ± 3

10.5. Mathematica-Program

SetDirectory["leggi2"];

Werten - Table[N[ReadList[,T80DiffA,\ Number, RecordLists->True]]];

AnzahlPunkte=N [Length[Werten] ] ;

SetDirectory::"cdir": "Cannot set current directory to \!\(\"leggi2\"\)."

i=l;

t-5940:

Funzionefit=0.5*A*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[DiPtl)J-B;

Somma=Sum[(Werten[[k,2]]-0.5*A*Erfc[Werten[[k,l]]/(2*Sqrt[Dif,It])]±B)A2,{k,l,

AnzahlPunkte}];

FindMinimum[Somma,{A,i.l},{Dif,4A5},{B,4.58}]

{0.00150854, {A\[Rule]F43259,DiF[Ru1e]4.55735,B\[Rule]4.58266}}
t=l80;

f=0.5*(1.28)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.61*t])l-(4.58);

Show[Plot[f,{x,-1000,1000}],ListPlot[Werten,PlotJomed->Trae]]

73° ± 5

76° ±4

81°±2
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-3.8

looo -500

-4.2

-4.4

500 1000

V

-1000 -500
:

bOO 1000

-1000 -500 bOO 1000

-4.2

-4 4 :|

-4 t,

fl=0.5*(t.22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*180])]-(4 58F

G=0.5*(1.22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4,67*840])]-(4.58);

f3-0.5*(1.22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*1440])]-(4.58);

f4=0.5*(1.22)*Erfc[x/(2:,!Sqrt[4.67*2340])]-(4.58):

f5=0.5*(l.22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*4860])]-(4.58);

f6=0.5*(1.22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*5940])]-(4.58);

f7=0.5*(1.22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*8520])]-(4.58);

f8=0.5*(l .22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*12600])]-(4 58),

©=0.5*(1.22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*lb()80])]-(4.58);

fl0=0.5*(1.22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*19980])]-(4 58);

fll-0.5*(1.22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*21780])]-(4.58);

fl2=0.5*(1.22f*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*23280])]-(4.58);

fl3=0.5*(1.22)*Erfc[x/(2*Sqrt[4.67*82800])]-(4.58);

Show[Plot[fl,{x.-500,500}].Plot[f2,{x,-500,500}],Plot[f3,{x,-500,500}]5

Plot[f4,{x,-500,500}],Plot[f5.{x,-500,500}],Plot[f6,{x,-500,500}],

Plot[f7,{x,-500,500}],Plot[f8,{x,-500,500}],Plot[f),{x,-500,500}],

Plot[f10, {x,-500,500}],Plot[fl 1, {x,-500,500}],Plot[f12, {x,-500,500}],

Plot[fl3,{x,-500,500}]]
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10.6. Structures

Anionic sites

K+ Na*

KTFPB or NaTFPB

Cationic sites

(n-C 16H33VN4 -(n-C 1 gH37)3

Br

HDTODAB
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o=jaJ
3
yCH2(CH2)16CH3

H3C(H2C)16H2C
ETH 5234
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11. GLOSSARY

A absorption

Ac, absorption of the compound in the loaded membrane moiety at t =• 0

A(x,t) absorption depending on the time, t, and space, x

A surface of the electrode

a angle of polarization of elliptically polarized light

ai activity of the ion 1

aIM activity of the ion 1 in the membrane M

aTiS activity of the ion I in the sample S

at-rcf activity of the ion i m the bridge electrolyte solution (ref) of the

reference electrode [mol F1]

aliS activity of the ion i in the sample solution (S) [mol F1]

a)S activity of the ion J in the sample S

a0n- activity of OH"

C chromoionophore

CM chromoionophore in the membrane M

CFT+ protonated chromoionophore

CIIM+ protonated chromoionophore m the membrane M

c0* concentration of the electroactive species

cH4 concentration of H
'-t

ctID_;. concentration ofHP042~
ill (F

c„
nn.

concentration of H->P04"
FI-,1 Ü4

"

c" concentration of the ion I at the time t
- 0

c
t

total concentration of cation, I+, in the membrane

Ci(x,t) concentration of the ion 1 depending on the time, t, and space, x

cIl7, concentration of the complex JL'n'
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c]7] concentration of the ion Jz'

cL concentration of the carrier L

cLtot total concentration of the carrier L

cn-v concentration of P043"
I Oj

c total concentration of lipophilic anionic sites, R~, in the membrane
R .toi r r

cTTF1 concentration of TTFl

c
4

concentration of the oxidized XTF1

eTTru total concentration of TTFl

c CTTF2r concentration of uncomplexed and complexed reduced ligand, TTF2, in

the membrane, respectively

crTF2+ c.rTF2T> concentration of, respectively, uncomplexed and complexed oxidized

ligand, TTF2, in the membrane

cTTF1| concentration of the oxidized traces of TTFl

cTTF2 lol
total concentration of reduced ligand, TTF2, in the membrane

cTIF2m tot
total concentration of oxidized ligand, TTF2, in the membrane

DT diffusion coefficient for the diffusing substance I [cm2 s"1]

d distance between the tip and the surface

E° formal potential

E1 incident electric field

Ep parallel component of the surface electric field

Ep anodic peak potential

E*; cathodic peak potential

E,,1 parallel components of the surface electric field due to incident light

Ep1' parallel components of the surface electric field due to reflected light

Er reflected electric field

Es normal component of the surface electric field

Es' normal components of the surface electric field due to incident light

E/ normal components of the surface electric field due to reflected light
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ettf2 >
E°

F2i+
standard potential of TTF2 and TTF21, respectively

2
z

erfc complement error-function ( erfc(z) = 1 - -^- fexp(-rf)dr|)

3Xi0

F Faraday constant (96487 C moF1)

Ils+ Hydrogen ion in the aqueous solution S

/ light intensity after the sample

/0 light intensity before the sample

IM ion 1 in the membrane M

Is ion I in the sample solution S

/ current [A]

z"p peak current [A]

Jx rate of transfer per unit area of the cross section in the x-coordinate or

flux [mol cm"2 s"1]

Jxj rate of transfer per unit area of the cross section in the x-coordinate for

the ion 1 [mol cm"2 s"1]

J(l) monovalent interfering ion T

J(2) divalent interfering ion J2+

JL'n' complex of the ligand L with the ion J

jZ) ion J with charge zi in the aqueous solution

JM ion J in the membrane M

I
" ion J with charge zT in the membrane M
M

Js ion J in the sample solution S

j?) ion J with charge z( in the aqueous solution S

K3 dissociation constant of H2P04"

Kcxch constant of the exchange equilibria

Kpf, Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for II4

KjfpQ j
Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for H2P04"

K^°p0 TIP0
Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for H2P04"relative to HP042"
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KT°U DA
Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for 112P04" relative to P04

K"ot
„„ Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for HP042" relative to H2P04~

TïP04,Hjl O4

Kpot0 Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for HP042"

Kpot„
OA Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for HP042" relative to PO43"

111 O4 ,1 L)éj

KPj| Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for the main ion to hydrogen ion

Kj/ MPM selectivity factor

Kupot Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient

K6," complex formation constant of the complex JL'n'

K£olj Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for K+

Kpt' P0
Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for P043" relative to H2P04~

2-
K,wt

,„ ^
Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for P043" relative to HPO,

P04.HP04

K1'"'
,

Potentiometrie selectivity coefficient for S042"
SO ),

'

Kcff
,,.

effective complex formation constants for TTF2 and TTF24 complexes,
TTF^I

xrctr respectively
rrra*

ks extinction coefficient

L ligand

1 distance [cm]

m mass of the electrons

n
stoichiometric factor of the complex formed

nc number of electrons involved in the process

nf refraction index of a film

ns ordinary refraction index

tf complex refraction index of the surface

p angle of polarization of plane polarized light

Q coverage [C cm"2]

R molar gas constant (8.314 J K"1 mol"1 )

R" lipophilic anionic sites
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R4 lipophilic cationic sites

rr reflection coefficient parallel to the surface

rs reflection coefficient normal to the surface

Nernstian slopes

s
„ ,

Nernstian slope of the ion
HPO,

it Pi
IT

i

HPO

4

s Nernstian slope of the ion H2P04"

Si Nernstian slope for the ion I

Si Nernstian slope for the ion J

T absolute temperature [K]

t time [s]

u, absolute mobility of the ion i [cm' mol s"1 J"1]

y volume of the electrode

V tunneling potential

v scan rate of the CV [V c1]

v hydrodynamic velocity in x-direction [cm s"1]

x space coordinate measured peipendicular to the section [cm]

z, charge of the ion i

Z] charge of the ion I

Z) charge of the ion J

A ellipsometric angle measured for the substrate with the film

A0 ellipsometric angle characteristic of the clean substrate surface

Aaj changes in the activity of the ion 1

Aai changes in the activity of the ion J

AE|, AE2, AE3 potentials that are independent of the sample solution

AED diffusion potential for the reference electrode

AED- diffusion potential for the ion-selective electrode

AE,0 constant potential for the ion 1
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AEi° standard potential of the phase boundary, dependent on the lipophilicity

of I

AEf° constant potential for the ion J

AEM outer membrane boundary potential

AEM> inner membrane boundary potential

AEp peak splitting

AEpot constant potential for the ion HiP04"
h,po;

p

AEpot
,.

constant potential for the ion HP042"

AEpo\ constant potential for the ion P043"

AETTF !° constant potential of TTFl

AETTFijo%° constant potential of TTFl with 10% oxidized compound

(P work function

<3> Galvani potential

<J>M Galvani potential of the membrane

<T>S Galvani potential of the sample solution

T molar coverage [mol cm"2]

W ellipsometric angle measured for the substrate with the film

\p0 ellipsometric angle characteristic of the clean substrate surface

Ôs, ôp phase change for the parallel and the normal components of the

reflection

e extinction coefficient [M"1 cm"']

y l v
cos 9 the surface-free energy at the liquid-vapor interface

Ysi the surface-free energy at the solid-liquid interface

Ysv the surface-free energy at solid-vapor interface

CP incident angle of the IR-beam

constant of decays of the wave function of electrons in the barrier
K

0

Pî standard chemical potential of the ion I [J mol
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p,

l1!.M

His0

0

electrochemical potential of a solution with the ion I [J mol"1]

standard chemical potential of the ion I in the membrane M [J moF1]

electrochemical potential of the membrane M [J mol"1]

standard chemical potential of ion T in the sample S [J mol"1 ]

electrochemical potential of the sample S [J mol"1]

contact angle with the surface

advancing contact angle

receding contact angle

AcO" acetate

AFM atom force microscopy

Bn benzyl

CHEMFET chemically modified field effect transistor

CV cyclic voltammogram

CWE coated-wire electrode

DOS bis(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate

EMF electromotive force

ETFI 500 tetradodecylammonium tetrakis(4-chlorophenyl)borate

ETH 5234 N,N- dicyclohexyl-N\N'-dioctadecyl-3-oxapentanediamide

ETH 2439 4-[[9-(dimethylamino)-5i7-benzo[a]phenoxazin-5-ylidene]amino]-

1 l[(l-butylphenyl)oxy] benzeneacetic acid 11-oxaundccyl ester

FIM fixed interference method

FT-1R Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

GIR infrared spectroscopy at grazing incidence reflection

HDTODAB hexadccyltrioctadecylammonium bromide

IRAS infrared reflection-absorption spectroscopy

ISE ion-selective electrode

ISFET ion-sensitive field effect transistor
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ITO In203/Sn02

LC liquid-contacted

MPM matched potential method

MS mass spectroscopy

o-NPOE 2-nitrophenyl octyl ether

Ph phenyl

PVC polyvinyl chloride)

QCM quartz crystal microbalance

SalO" salicylate

SAM self-assembled monolayer

SAWD surface acoustic wave device

SC solid-contacted

SC-ISE solid-contacted ion-selective electrode

SFS sum frequency spectroscopy

SSM separate solution method

STM scanning probe microscopy

TFPB" tetrakis[3.5-bis-(trifluorophenyl)] borate

HPT1T^\ temperature programmed desorption

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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